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O.A.R. s funky grassroots, rock and doum
tempo ska sound shook the walls of a sold
out Wilson Hall Sunday night.

Meet senior David kovak. the modern day
'Rudy' ofJMU soccer, his story of athletic dedi-
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Making the Club
What it takes to be a successful organization or club at JMU,
how to get recognized and why some groups don yt make it
BY KATH SNYDER

staff writer
JMU students an activtiy
involved in maintaining leadership positions ami pmmohng
various (BUNS this vear and
have throughout IMl I hi-tory.
This is evident by (fie higli number of student-fun din and
organization-Today, there an- 271 aeti\v on
campus organizations at )MU.
By the end or tlx- tall semester, 15
more will he addeil to this list,
according to Katie Morrow, head
of Student C >rgani/ation Services.
Among the new groups applying (or university recognition are
the
Atru.in
Student

Organization. Kickball Club and
the Association of Women in
Science, according to Morrow.
"As always, we have a wide variety" she said.
Many current groups have
been around for a long time. The
Honor Council began when |MU
was
founded
in
1908.
I'anhellenic Council, which
brings together campus soronbes, was established at [MU in
1*40 and the Black Student
Alliance came in 1971.

Group success
"What makes an organization
sunesstul is consisten! recruitment, accurate transferring of

Graduate,
professional
programs
get new aim
BY

With the goals of becoming
more pmminent on lampus and
gaining national recognition, the
College
of
Graduate
and
Professional
Programs
has
replaced |ML"s Graduate School.
The
Board
of
Visitors
approved the change at its Oct. 13
mtvling. The newlv luinuil
school combines the formal
Graduate School and OK- continuing education programs.
The new school is the nsult of
recommendations contained in
the "Graduate and Professional
Education Task Force Report."

>i ■

One gnxip that formed this
academic year is Making a
Difference. Making A Difference,
not officially recognized by the
university, is a group of undergraduate and graduate students,
faculty and counselors who are
part
of
Psychology
Peer
Advisors. This group was
formed after Sept. 11 's tragic
events. The group makes pamphlets and brochures to inform
students about how to get help in
dealing with the recent terrorist
attacks.
see CLUBS, page 5
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Protesters
beat missile
to oppose
war violence
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staff writer
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The quality of our
graduate programs...
will enhance our
visibility outside the
university.
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-N. William Walker
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College of Graduale and Profewon.il
Programs interim dean

99
"One of the recommendations
of the task force was to create a
more visible presence for the
graduate programs at JMU, not to
take away from the strong undergraduate programs," said N.
William Walker, the college's
interim dean and a member of the
task force. "Another was to create selective, niche-types of programs. My job is to try to develop
a selective gn>up of programs of
distinction — the kinds of programs that will draw students."
Walker said he hopes to give the
college greater recognition on campus. "Using vehicles such as the
graduate information fair, a GAIT
newsletter and other marketing
techniques, we hope to raise the
viability on campus," he said. "The
quality'of our graduate programs
and their regktnal and national reputation will enhance our viability
outside the university."
Another aim of the college is
to set up programs that naturally
segues undergraduate students
into JMU's graduate tchool to
continue their courvs ot studies
"This is good for the university
and for graduate students
because the students wouldn't
have to uproot and the program
could select students they are
familiar with," Walker said. "We
will be holding the lirst graduate
information fair directed at
undergraduate students to intnv
duce them to the graduate program offerings at )MU."

New this semester
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the group's cause. Morrow said.
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IBNNIFBR SIKOKSKI
senior writer

srr GRADUATE, pag'*

information and empowerment
witliin new members to cany the
group,"
Morrow said. "It is
important to maintain good
management and strong relationtraps with other members
and faculty advisors."
•
According to Morrow, about
15 to 20 groups become recognized organizations each semester. An average of 10 are lost in
the fall and about five are lost in
the spring. "Tnis is usually due to
loss of (member) interest or, more
importantly, loss of leadership,"
Morrow said Other factors
include a dwindling of membership, completion of a short-term
goal or a decrease in relevance of
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Sophomore Mike Cairns holds the "bat of peace" on the commons and whacks at the
10-foot "mlsslte of militarism" created by senior Aaron Smith Walter. Calms' actions
were In support of the Young Democratic Socialists efforts to protest U.S. attacks.

Yesterdav marked the onemonth anniversary of the
United States' attacks on
Afghanistan. In protest of the
attacks, the commons flooded
with students rallying against
the United States' war efforts
to stop terrorism. At noon,
individuals from the Young
Democratic Socialists set up a
10-foot "missile of militarism
and encouraged students to
destroy it using a provided
"bat of peace."
YDS members and others
said they rallied to raise
awareness of their CM1M In
giving students a captivating
visual — the missile.
"From being (on the commons), we got a lot of attention, and we are able to sltow
what we are against," senior
Peter Gelderloos said. "The
missile is a symbol of murder,
and the whiffle bat of peace is
used to stray that symbol."
Senior
Aaron
SmithWalter designed the missile
and constructed it with the
efforts of many other students. "We designed the missile as the symbolic embodiment of peace," he said.
"About $150 went into constructing the missile, and a lot

of peoples' work, money and
energy went into it. We all
willing to destroy it to make a

-.(..lenient."

66The missile is a
symbol of a murder,
and the whiffle bat of
peace is used to stray
that symbol.
— Peter Gelderloos
sophomore

The artistically rendered
missile was constructed out of
chicken wire and papiermache materials, according to
organizers.
In addition to calling attention to their cause, many organizers said they also are
against media's portrayal of
the war and want to show the
student body that thev believe
there is more to this war than
the media depicts.
"One of the main problems
is the press is only releasing
see STUDENTS, p(i$e 4

Clinton assistant discusses role of first ladies
Political science class offers look at presidents'
wives as political figures; examines relationship
BY RBBEKAH PORTHR

contributing writer

CASBY SI '1 J.IVAN/.imtributmni^tilonrtiphrr

Melanne Varveer spoke In Grafton-Stovall Theatre Monday
about the role of first ladles in American politics.

A former assistant to
I'rvsHient Bill Clinton and
duel ot staff to first lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton gave
students a close look at the
role of first ladies in American
politics Monday.
Reflecting upon her time
spent working in the White
House. Melanne Verveer presented
"Understanding
Presidents Through the Role
of First Ladies" to an audience
at Grafton-Stovall Theatre.
According to Verveer, the
roll of the American first lady
is as controversial as it is
ambiguous. "We expect so
much. |fnim first ladies| but
we don't know what we

expect," she said.
The president's wife must
balance traditional doawtic

-66We expect so much
[from first ladies], but
we don't know what
we expect.
— Melanne Verveer
former Clinton assistant

5?
roles, such as aiding in the
planning of state dinners,
with political duties such as

furthering domestic and interiution.il policies.
Critics of the first lady
worry about the "manitestation of unelected power" and
her influence over pnsjdantial decision-making, Verveer
said. The first lady is concurrently denounced for acting
"too aggressive and not
doing enough "
Verveer traced the legacy
of the first lady throughout
Amrrk.m hislorv beginning
with Dolley Madison. The
story of Dolley Madison saving the George Washington
portr.nl from the burning
White House is well noted in
history texts. Not only did
Dulle\ Madison pn-serve an
StV LADIES, paxe 4
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• Baptist Student Union large group praise and worship, 530

Election coverage

p.m., Baptist Student Center on the comer olOwrivIl Avenue and

• Canterbury Episcopal Ministry Eucharist service followed
by a home-cooked dinner, 5 p.m., Canterbury HoilM on

South Main Street, contact Archie at 434-MQ2
• tang IXmicratK Socialists (YDS-JMU) general meeting, 8

South Main Street across from the Quad, contact Meredith at

House Editorial Growth slows,
growing pains continue
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turmoil
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LIFESTYLES
3:45 a.m.
Underage Possession of Alcohol
• Joseph E. Freet. 19, ol Hanover, Pa.,
was arrested and charged with underage possession ol alcohol in M lot Nov.
4 at 2:58 a m.

N/II

Jeffrey D Chadwick, 18, ol Richmond,
was arrested and charged with assault
and battery and underage possession ol
alcohol at the Godwin Hall bus stop Nov 4
at 12 02 am.
The subject reportedly was observed in
the bushes in an intoxicated condition He
allegedly pushed stall out ol the way as
he fled

WEATHER

Grand Larceny
• A JMU student reported the larceny ol a
PlayStation and a DVD from a basement
lounge on Greek Row Nov. 3 between
2:30 and 11 a.m.
•
JMU student reported larceny of an
ATM card and JAC from a purse in
Bridgelorlh Stadium Nov 3 between noon
and 4 p.m.

AtMUlt
• An incident ol assault and trespassing
reportedly occurred in Hillside Hall, Oct.
31 between 7 p.m. and 8 p.m. The incident currently Is under investigation.
Driving Under the Influence
• Adam P Crawley, 18, of Chesapeake,
was arrested and charged with driving
under
the
influence
on
University
Boulevard near the arboretum Nov. 4 at

Petty Larceny
• A JMU student reported a bike missing
at the CISAT Building Nov. 1 between
9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.

FOCUS
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my!
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• A JMU student was judicially referred lor
underage consumption ol alcohol in
Ikenberry Hall Nov 3 at 2:50 a.m.

Sexual Assault
• A JMU student reported a sexual assault
in a residence hall. The incident occurred
Nov 4 The incident is currently under
investigation.

Crosswords

Today

Underage Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underage consumption ol alcohol Nov. 2
at 12 20 a.m.
• A JMU student was judicially referred lor
underage consumption ol alcohol on
Bluestone Drive by the tunnel area Nov 3
at 2:20 a.m.

In other matters, campus police report the
following-

Susan ShitHett

7
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School Daze

A U. Louisville student's
Halloween costume
causes quite a fright.
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"I think it's important that we
recognize both parties' efforts
and dedication."
LYNHTTE DIAZ

president. College Democrats

On the Mark: Warner surpasses Earley

MARO\R[.r IHOMAVlWdfivftwi l'o\t
Mark Warner (D), center, edged out a victory in the gubernatorial race over Republican candidate Mark Earley with approximately 52 percent of the vote. In his acceptance speech. Warner
said, "As your governor, I will always be guided by one principle — to put Virginia first."

Student Democrats,
Republicans reflect
By JAMES DAVID
assistant news editor
Fifty-two percent of voters
picked their Mark, so now it's
time for him to get set and go to
die governor's mansion. It's too
late for Earley, who received
47.2 percent of the vote.
College Democrats and
Republicans' support of delegate and state-wide office candidates payed off during this
year's election cycle with wins
for both parties
Democrats captured the two
top state offices, with Mark
Warner winning for governor
and Tim Kaine winning for Hsu
tenant governor, while the
Republicans increased their
majority in the Virginia House
of
Delegates
and
saw
Republican Jerry Kilgore win
for the Attorney General office.
Both College Democrats and
Republicans reflected on the
election results and the work
they put into the election.
"We are extremely proud,"
said senior I.ynette Diaz, president of the College Democrats.
"The races for governor and
lieutenant governor were really
exciting because they were so
close, but when both the
Democrats came out the winners, I think a lot of us felt like
our campaign efforts really
made a difference."
College Republican Chairman
Zak Moore, a senior, said,
"Obviously, we are very disappointed. We worked very hard this
year and had hoped Mark Eerisy
would pull a come-fnim-behind
victory. All was not lost, now m Sf
The jMU College Republicans
worked on several successful
local elections in Rockingham
County, according to Moore.
"We worked very hard to reelect two Rockingham County
Board of Supervisors, Dee Floyd
and Pablo Cuevas, both of
|whom| won by large margins
List night We were very pleased
to see Delegates ' [Glenn]
Weatherhollz, |Steve| Unclea
and [Allen] Ixwderback return
to the House of Delegates/'
Moore said. "Chris Savman
won by a landslide and will
begin his first term in the I louM
ol DeJtnlM Republicans captured 12 seats in the house,
bringing our majority from 52 to
64, proving that Virginia is still a
very Republican state
In addition to fbCUtUlg OB
their victory In state wids races,
College I temocnts also focused
on delegate ni.es I think a lot
of us fell like oui campaign
efforts really made a difference," Dial said. "We were

especially proud of Chap
Peterson's win of the 37th dis
trict because we spent a lot of
time in his area informing voters about his ideas for Fairfax
In
state-wide
politics.
Democrats had a positive outlook on the results.
"Obviously, I'm thrilled for
both Warner and Kaine," said
junior Jennifer Fritz, College
Democrat. "1 think they are
going to make a great team
together, and Cm excited to see
what they can do to make a difference. They both have the
vision and the creativity to
accomplish a lot."
Republicans were upbeat as
well. 'Tuesday night was a big
night for Republicans in
Virginia,"
senior
Andrew
Dudik, a College Republican,
said. "We believe that the people of Virginia want strong lead*
ers cnlorcing their laws; that is
why they voted in overwhelming numbers for Jerry Kilgore.
'Tuesday night also showed
that the Republicans arc becoming stronger and stronger in the
I louse of Delegates. The
Republicans picked up a total of
12 seats, extending their edge
over Democrats by 30 seats. The
big wins in the House will assure
that the people of the commonwealth will continue to have
strong conservative leadership "
With Warner and Kaine in
office, Fritz looked toward the
future when she said, "I see
Warner as the pragmatic, hard
working leader, while Kaine is
the personality and spunk, both
of whom have creativity and
many great new ideas. That is
why I was so excited to see them
win, because they are offering
Virginia something new and not
just the same old ideas that have
been spoken to us before. Now
1.1 | M the results I know they
can deliver
'They just need to work
together, follow through on
their ideas, and get support
from both parties." I nl/ and
Previous interviews proved
that both groups shared a mission to increase youth voter
turnout in this election "I
think the most rewarding thing
about the election was seeing
young people get involved,"
Dial SBM "Working the polls

Warner's platform
appeals to both sides
BY CRAIG TIMBERG
The Washington POM

Harrlsonburg's Keister Elementary School acted as a polling
station Tuesday. At 4:30 p.m., voters wait In line and participate in voting. Workers reported having a busy day at the
polls. Those voting reportedly were diverse In terms of age
and ethnicity. At Keister, Democrat Mark Warner received
724 votes and Republican Mark Earley received 862 votes.

and campaigning throughout
the state, both Democratic and
Republican students were taking an activist role when it
cams 10 the election. It's so
great to see people be so passionate about something, ami I
think it's important that we
recognlxe both parties' efforts
and dedication."

M GARDNER/KM" i<fi"i<"i"iPtK'

Four years after Republican
fames S. Gilmore 111 rode his
"No Car Tax!" pledge to the
govemorahip, Virginians — and
especially Northern Virginians
— opened the door to the
prospect of higher taxes in electing Democrat Mark Warner.
Virginia's new governorelect had hedged on whether
he would finish the car lav
repeal next year. And he'd
embraced a referendum on
raising the sales tax in the
Washington suburbs to pay for
transportation projects.
Yet he won by a strong margin over a Gilmore protege,
Mark Earley, who spent the
campaign's final weeks sending
a stridently anti-tax message.
That Warner managed the
trick as a Democrat in a mostly
Republican state has convinced
Critical analysts tli.it Virginians
ave complicated feelings
about both taxes and the major
political parties
Virginians were willing to
support a Democrat who pop
trayed himselt as a conservative
businessman and stayed away
from liberal social causes such
as gun control.
And though voters hate the
car tax, with its big, once-ayear bill and its vague purpose, they're more open to a
hall-cent sales tax Increase i.ir
geted to urgently dttitvd
transportation protects.
Perhaps more important,
voters want the power to make
spending decisions themselves.
Polling and interviews with voters revealed that some Northern
Virginians wanted a raferari
dum just to vote against the tax
increase. The prospect of that
power overrode their fear of losing the vole itself
"We found overwhelming
support among people for the
idea of self determination,"
said Del. John A "Jack"
Rollison 111, an author of the
transportation
referendum
effort. "Just the idea that people
would have a sav m their own
future has tremendous resonance in Northern Virginia."
Earley's promise to veto the
rctcrcndiini, made at a televised debate a month ago, put
him on the wrong side Of a
wave of public opinion.
Mis strategists were desperate for M\ issue to con
trast their candidate with
Warner, who had appropriated several Republican campaign themes. But Earley's
tactic backfired.

Ix'ading to Tuesday's vote,
polls showed decisive support
throughout the state for allow
ing Northern Virginians to
make their own decisions on the
sales tax question.
Political anahsts suggested
that antitav messages lost some
of their tsjonance after the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks Public support for government, no matter
what party is leading it, has
grown sharply, as it often does
during wartime.
"The anti-government,
anti-tax fervor just isn't there
right now," said
Mark
Re/ell a political science
professor
at
Catholic
University in Washington.
As it turned out. the timing
was unusually good for Warner's
non-ideologicai message.
Despite decades as a
Democratic activist, and a stint
as slate party chairman a fewyears ago, Warner took pains to
distance himself from a generation of party orthodoxy.
He courted the National
Rifle Association, defended
the death penalty, largely
avoided talking about abortion rights and called himself
a "conservative."
I le seemed to take the most
pride in endorsements from
two Republican lawmakers
and
former GOP' Gov.
Linwood Holton.
Any questions about the
wisdom of that strategy were
answered in the results in the
attorney general race Tuesday
Democrat A. Donald McEachin.
who had advocated gun control
and proposed a death penalty
moratorium, was trounced bv
conservative Republican Jerry
Kilgore despite Warner's victory
atop the party's ticket
But after ditching tradition
al
Democratic
messages
Warner struggled for an alter
native vision
I le liked to talk about the
empowerment jf the New
Economy, but that message lost
some power as the tedttwlog)
industry struggled.
And he liked to talk about
ulcas that intrigued him personally, focusing more on
vocational education, putting
fiber-optic conduit pipes
along new roadways and creating a stock-option plan to
reward Ic.ulieis
But in the end. Warner's
message boiled down to this
government
under
the
Republicans was broken, as
evidenced by this year's
budget impasse in tinGeneral Assembly, and he
would fix it
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Students protest
against attacks
STUDENTS from imp I
\)u- Pentagon news rctai

Ladies first in political role
LADiBS

important piece of OUT nation's

history "she created an activist

attacks on Afghanistan W're
ti\ mj: to have visual action K
things like today's proliM. pSSS
ing out fliers and tabling."
Regarding the results of the
rally. Key said, "It was a £i\\\
opportunity to talk to a lot of
people after the protest
Not all students agreed with
the events ol the rallv, however
Sophomotr Kyle Vltasek
saiol "I thought it was pretty
ludicrous. They were fighting
violence with more violence. If
the point of protesting was the
war, then why wasn't this about
the events of Sept II? It shouldn't have been about the [United
states) reaction to Sept II
Junior Jennifer Kies said, "I
think it was beyond ironic to
have a violent protest for peace.
It seems to me .is though they are
a little confused I feel like there
were better ways they could
have gotten their point across
(than hitting a mock missile)."

GeldtllOOl Mid. "They are not

putting in ihe rdeaaoa of second
and third h.unl lOUICM." Ht
Mid he believes we really .ire

attaddnfl Afghanistan btcauaa
there are trillii>n-i D1 dollars of oil
there the United States desbea
to acquini but cannot do so
while AJghanistan is under the
current rule of the l.ilikin
junior lenny Schockemoehl
Mid, "(I) think there are a lot
more people against the war
than the media portrays. We
want to show that many people
don't support this war, which is
a terrorist act |ust like any war."
junior Micheal Key said,
"We feel that a military
response will not fcet results
people want."
Key said he thinks this \ tvu,il action by YDS will give students a sense of peace in the
middle of the current U.S.

p*gt 1

mode) tor tnture first ladu-."
Verveer said
Helping
to
legitimize
lames Madison's administration
by
dealing
with
Congress and developing
relations between France and
Britain, "Dolley's influence
extended well beyond her
husband's term."
According to Verveer, the
duties ol thi' tirst lady
have
continued to evolve through
women such I leanor Roosevelt
to the woman she considers the
most active American first
lady, Clinton.
She handled the toughest of
ISSWHL from health care reform
to international human and

women's rights
However, "the public and
media have difficulty with any
thing but a single-dimensional
view/ Verveer said. "The first
lady will never be looked upon
as an individual, but as the president's wife."
Although much progress has
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Grad, continuing education
programs merge into one

been made, Verveer said the role
of presidential spouse will not
be fully defined until we have a
hrst gentleman.
Veneer's appearance was
sponsored by the College of
Arts and
Letters, Parent
Relations, Women's Studies
and the department of political
science. Her visit to |MU was
arranged by political science
professor Anthony Eksterowicz
when he and students working
on a research project on first
ladies visited her two years ago
in Washington, D.C. iiksterowicz
teaches a senior capstone class in
the political science department
on the topic of first ladies and has
recently co-authored a book on
the subject, entitled "The
Presidential Companion."
Iiksterowicz was very pleased
with the presentation "I wanted
them to understand the importance of first ladies and of public
service," he said.
"1 thought she had a
unique point of view coming
from her personal involvement with a first lady," senior
Brian Beedenbender said.

sor and eixirdinator of the combined doctoral degree program
(Piy.D.) in Clinical, School and
Counseling Psychology.
Shealy soid, "The new college ... is crucial as we try to
find ways to promote collaboration there are a lot of unique
new opportunities for interdisciplinary programs."
Changes already are evident
even though the new college is
in its early stages of implementation. "We're already meeting. It's the first time in the
history of JMU that all the
graduate programs came
together to discuss needs,"
Shealy said.
According to Walker, the
new college will not be a
financial burden on students.
"Eventually, as we develop
more programs, we will have
to have an increased budget.
The undergraduate budget
will not be impacted greatly;
that's just not going to happen," he said.

tiRAD.tnmi page I
undergraduate students to
introduce them 10 the ^r.ulu.il.'
program offerings .it JMU."
Walker Stressed lli.it current
graduate students will not be
negatively impacted by the
change of schools The current
graduate students will not
notice any changes in their pro
gram," he said. There will be
positive changes as the new col
laoa continues to develop. VVe
are trying to increase Ihe number of graduate assistantships
to encourage more graduate
students to attend JMU
another change will be to create
a better environment for gr.idu
ate students at |MU through a
university-wide graduate student owaniiatictl similar to the
undergrad organization."
Faculty members have
greeted the new college with
enthusiasm. "It's a very exciting
and innovative move on the
part of the administration," said
Craig Shealy. associate profes-
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TUES.-THURS. 12 NOON TO 7PM/
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»NGK STONE
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WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL FORMS OF TATTOOING

COLOR
TRIBAL
BIACK AND GREY
PORTRAITS

•

I&ENSED NURSE ON STAFF

w

20tKSouTH AVENUE K
HARRISONBURG, VA {
540-433-5612 ?

0OATED PEOPLES
,,CO
t,p.0,ionT"»'-»

New A Used CDs, DVD, LPs & VHS-Video, Books, Mags, Novelties,
Posters & Venue Tickets
What a Record Store Should Be!
NIW § USED
434-99969
SffQMBINGtgiUIIOlOFIMJTmfS. WOTS
790 96 E MARKET STREET

and Styling Salon

Specializing
in flat-tops,
high & tights,
and all your
styling needs.

Walking Distance
from JMU
Route 3 Transit Bus Stop
Located in Front of Shop

M MMMISONeiMG WTTH ITOttf ■ M
IICBM» IOOI

Free Delivery

^

Minimum Order
$10.00

N^

JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY*
ALUMNI CHAPTER OF METRO WASHINGTON

Friday, Jan. A, 20D2
1 O a.m. - A p.m.
at the Virginia Tech/l VA Northern Virginia Center
7054 Haycock Road. Palls Church. VA 2 »043
Tin i MI Miiiimi (bapsa ol Men WashingM i- hosting In second annual fob tar Sudan
IIIIN || vinir nppununiti lii met the nation ■• Up ClUpkiyaSl I'jrln ipjli- in NbaMtogjuir
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11:00 am -10:00 pm
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11 00
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Chinese Restaurant
\S]
Lunch, Dinner. Carryout
3140 South Main St. Harnsonburg, Va 22801

(540) 433-0560
Combination Platters
(Served with Egg Roll and Fried or Steamed Rice)
Please Order by Number

Lunch Buffet

1

Mon. - Sat.
11:00 am-2:00 pm

bfair

A

<%} _

Limited Area

7 Barbers
2 Stylists

Sharon, Debbie, Crystal, Brenda,
and Nicole formerly of the Hair Corral

Tr-T /\ /^

\ Y>

Men & Women

442-6722

WSC »«0S • "3BHS • ISMTS • NAM '«

WWW.PLAN9MUSIC.COM

Hair Cuts

635 W Market St
Rte 33 W across from
Rockingham New Holland

LISTEN BEFORE YOU BUY!

cnunommui A«O

$6.o°

Walk-Ins

t SMAUIAMIS ■ MX IUM OtOHS

in Kroger Shopping Centerl

IGET TATTOOED OR PIERCED AND GET A 10% DISCOUNT WTTH THBADI^I

West Side Barber Shop
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All Day Sunday Buffet
Friday and Saturday
Night Buffet
4 30 Dm - 900 om
T\. ™
Closing Time: 11:00 pm
<-M.„

2.
3.
4.
5
6
7
8

Chow M8in

(Shrimp. Chicken. Beef, or Ports) $4.95
Beef with Broccoli
$4 95
Green Pepper Steak
$4 95
Shrimp witti Lobster Sauce
$5.25
MOO GOO Gai Pan
$5.95
Sweet and Sour Pork or Chicken
$6.25
Shnmp with Mixed Vegetables
$5.95
Beef with Mixed Vegetables
$5.95

9 Ch
"*en """ Mixed Vegetables
"10. Kung Pao Chicken
„ Shnmp Wlth Brocco|j

•12. General Tao's Chicken
•13. Hunan Beef
•14. Szechuan Beef

$5 95
$5 95
yo
$6.25
$5.95
$5.95

Note MSG, Salt, or Oil may be omitted upon request Please request mikf. hot. or regular ib spicy dishes
^
"Dishes are Spicy

MADISON
CONNECTION
Colter of the Month
Alary Claire
Leftwlch
Junior
ibt\Muu«t'w.«M'liii« ' ■Wax. V A
So for this semester the
Madison Connection has

raised

$183,000

Ihr Mad/ton Conrfdlon Is a loam ofatudonl Iwadmrt who call
parents. alumnl,and friends of Ihe unh/erslly for resources lo
enhoncc Ihe academic & athletic programs for all IMU
students.

M)W HIRING FOR THE
SPR1N<; SEMESTER

lor more details or lo see a current list nj'fiarllclpallMg employers rhll:

APPLY ONLINE :

ww1v.j7nu.edu/al11mni/jobfair

>\»\V.illlll.C(lll/llllllliMIIICIIIIIll-Ctillll
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Clubs form, flourish, sometimes fail
CLUBS, from page 1
"We just really want to promote awareness about locations
and places that people can go if
they need help or want someone
to talk to." senior Jessica Vogt. a
peer advisor, said. "Usually the
best way we can help people deal
with their concerns is to listen to
them in their time of need."
Making a Difference does not
have any planned events, but it
contributes to causes such as
blood drives and vigils. Students
who are interested in talking to
someone or getting more information on how to help others
can call the psychology department.

Starting your own
Students with a desire to start
a new university-recogni/ed
club must take part in the clubrecognition process. First, students starting a club must submit
an application to form a student
group. The students are then
required to submit a letter of
intent, draft a constitution and
secure an advisor. The SOS
Committee on Club Recognition
then reviews the information and
requests appmpriate revisions
before final constitutions are due.
If the Committee on Club
Recognition approves the organization lot tw* ignition, then the
coordinator of SOS will identify
the groups for consideration to
the
JMU Student
Affairs
Administration. Proposed clubs
will then be notified of their
nvognition status.
During this pmcess. students
starting clubs must attend
Creating Excellent Organizations
workshops. This is a five-week
series held each semester
designed to provide information
that is raviled to ensure the organizations begin with a strong
foundation. Students also are
taught about the services available to nvogm/vd organizations
and develop leadership skills
needed to successfully manage
their groups. A minimum of two
representatives from an organization must be present at each of
workshop sessions, although

each group is allowed one
absence, according to the SOS
Website
Then* an? several benefits to
King recognized by the uimt TM(V
They include prorrKrting longevity,
r. using funds and If ie ability to use
university facilities. Morrow si id.
When an organization tails,
the money left over sfcivs in its
individual account "All the
money an organization h.is is
specifically for that particular
organization," Morrow said. "It
is up to the members themselves

which other groups can request
money during the academic year,
acaTiling to Cfcivis.
The organizations must go
through a structured process to
NquMl money from the SGA.
lite organization's senatoi helps
draft a bill detailing how the
requested money will be spent.
The university must officially
recognize organizations for four
months before requesting funds.
Organizations also must show
that they have utilized additional
n'souives for funds.

66
What usually happens is interest is really strong
for a few years, and then students graduate, so
the people left join other groups.
— Dannv Sleeper
coordinator of .Sports Oubs

*9
to divide wliat to do with it.
These groups typically do not
have a lot of money left over, but
if they do it is usually donated to
a specific cause or other ser\ Ice."
Similarly, when an organization does not usv.iii the 11101x7 '*
receives from the SGA, the
money remains in the group's
reserve account.

SGA helps organizations
Only nine campus organizations currently receive money
from the SCA through l-nwit l-"nd
budgeting ,(nor.ling to senior
Stephen Davit, SGA chair protempore. These include the
University Program Board. InterIratemitv Council, I'anhellenic
Council, Black Student Alliance,
Campus Assault ResponsE,
NAACP. Sports ( lub Council,
Student Ambassadors and SGA
itself. All other groups must rely
on their own fund-raising ctti ftt
or can apply for contributions to
be agreed upon by SGA.
Additional SGA money for
clubs and organizations not
going to the FF.B groups end up
in ■ contingency fund, from

Ine bill is read at the next
weekly SGA meeting. The
II nance Committee debates the
bill and then makes a recommendation to the senate at the next
meeting. The organization gives
a short presentation about its
mission and why the funds are
needed It is then debated and
the senate Likes a vote. The executive committee meets the following Wednesday and votes for
the) iiii.il time, according to the

•< SWebete
A large amount of on-campus
dubs
are
sports-related.
Currently, there are 32 recognized sports clubs and five more
are trying to gain recognition.
Most club losses do not come
from this department according
to I>inny Steeper, coordinator of
Sports Clubs "We usually don't
lose any clubs on a year-to-year
III Wivpersaid. "Ifagroupis
lacking they usually tend to
merge with another club, but
don't entirely disappear."
One example is the Sand
Volleyball » lub, which merged
with the Men's Volleyball team.
ITiis transition most frequently

occurs within groups concentrated on different forms of
martial arts, Steeper said.
"What usually happens is interest is really strong for a few
years, and then students graduate, so the people left join other
groups," Steeper said
As expected by Student
Organization Services, 10 groups
failed to return this semester.
Morrow described the groups
that failed to return this year as
tpB 111 interest groups.
Not all groups apply for university recognition "It depends
upon the (group's] purpose,"
Morrow said. Groups that form
for short-term goals usually
don't have a need for university
recognition. Morrow said.
Several groups were started
last year in response to events
on campus that affected students. These groups were not
recognized by the university,
but they had loud voices and
strong support for their causes. Now they have become

less prominent.
Previously vocal
organizations
Last year. Save Our Sports
was founded in protest after the
Centennial Sports Committee's
report recommended cutting
eight sports teams from JMU's
athletic program due to Title IX a
federal law banning sex discrimination in educational institutions that receive government
funds. After much dedication,
rural raising, high student participation and efforts of SGA, no
athletic teams were cut Instead, a
two-tier system was implemented, dividing JMU's 28 athletic
teams into two categories, one
that will receive the maximum
scholarship aid allowed by the
NCAA and one that will receive
no scholarship aid by the university. Now, 13 JMU teams receive
funding while 15 do not This
policy has evolved further into a
complicated four-tier system.
According to senior Andrew
Lux, captain of the men's tennis
team and chairman of the Student
Athlete Council, Save Our Sports

does not actually exist anymore
because its whole purpose was to
save die sports that were being
considered for elimination.
"It was a partial success
because eight sports are still
around," Lux said. "Although
we didn't achieve everything we
wanted to, it was worthwhile
because it really united student
athletes. It has also driven us to
play harder and strive to achieve
winning seasons."
Athletes on teams not receiving scholarships consider the proposed plan to raise $7 million for
the football program somewhat
"hard to swallow," Lux said
"We understand that many
people donate to the athletic program with a focus on the nwjor
programs like football, but $7
million could've kept so many
scholarships for our student athletes," Lux said.
Stop The Hale is a group that
formed last spring in response to
an alleged assault classified as a
hate crime by JMU Police. The
group held rallies and spoke out
last semester to help pass the JMU
I Lite
Crimes
Legislation.
According to sophomore Raul
Burgos, co-coordinator. Stop The
Mite has not been as vocal this
semester and has not held regular
meetings but the group still exists.
"List semester there was a
cause; this year there's nothing
going on directly connected to
JMU," Burgos said. "I would like
to start something again, but
there are so many other groups
supporting other causes that
there's really no need."
Stop The Hate did try to hold
I vigil after the Sept 11 attacks,
but ended up supporting other
groups that had planned events
instead, according to Burgos.
"Our campus has a lot of really active organizations that allow
students to promote certain causes and stand up for their opin
ions," senior Amanda l,ee said.
"Every year it seems like more
' are formed, speak out and then
disappear. Overall, I think they
are really encouraging and help
bring together the student body
as a whole."

POLICE LOG,
from page 2
at Ashby Hall between
Oct. 25 and Nov. 2.
Disorderly Conduct
• Robert J McNicholas.
18. ol Newport News,
reportedly was observed
urinating in public at
Chandler Hall Nov. 3 at
11:17 p.m.
Property Damage
• A police cruiser had its
taillight lens broken after
backing into a metal gate
at the Taylor Service Drive
Nov. 3 at 1:30 am.
Possession of False
Identification
• Non-students Mana E.
Mendez.
27.
ol
Harrisonburg and Arion M
Corze.
23.
ol
Harrisonburg. were arrested and charged with possessing false identification
Nov. 5 at 11:29 a.m. at
Grafton-Stovell Theatre.
Number of drunk in public
charges since Aug. 25: 59

What's

News?
Vou tell us Call The
Breeze News
desk today at

X-86699
and send your
tip our tii.iij.
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Arkansas State fraternity suspended for hazing violation
B> JERRICA HUTCHISON
I ht -Herald
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity at Arkansas State
University has been suspended
for four years as punishment for
a hazing incident that happened
at a pledge retreat in October.
According to Dwayne Scott,
■Mfettltt dean of judicial
affairs, the suspension is effective immediately and includes
all on- and off-campus activities until 2005.
The sanctions an? pending on
appeal. Scott said. The hazing
incident took place at a pledge
retreat in lleber Springs. Ark.
Kyle Price, a sophomore
undecided major, suffered from
alcohol poisoning.
Roger l.ee, dean of student

affairs, said the pledge passed
OUt in a coma like state

School
Daze
Derek Krouse, a freshman
pre-med biology major, look
Price to the hospital, along with
Bill Midkiff, chapter president.
Price's blood alcohol content
was .379. A blood alcohol content level of 0.08 percent or
greater constitutes drunkenness.

according to Arkansas law.
Ih*' fraternity violated four
of the 22 regulations outlined in
the Code of Conduct in the
Arkansas State University 2001'02 Student I iandbook.
According to Scott, violations committed by the Sig Eps
are: possession and/or use of
alcohol, acts against the safety
of students, conduct which
threatens or endangers the
health, safety or welfare of uniwrsitv students, and Kttont
and or situations created intcii
tionally that produce mental
and/or physical discomfort.
Activities that the fraternity
cannot participate in include all
chapter meetings, social events,
new member meetings, philanthropy events and participation in

any university -sponsored activity.
According to Scott and lee,
in order to regain active stahis of
their chapter, the national office
must submit a written plan to
Scott regarding future involvement with the chapter in areas of
chapter maintenance, alcohol.
ha/mg and leadership Issues.
The national office also must
submit a written description to
the assistant dean of greek affairs
regarding numitoring procedures and/or practices regarding the fraternity's pledge program and retreat activities that
will assure that similar violations
will not occur in the future.
After the chapter is reinstated, the Arkansas Gamma chapter will be placed on probation
for one year, Scott said.

\ iolations i omnutted by the Sig
I:ps once they are reinstated
may result in immediate expulsion from the university.
Other conditions outlined
in the sanctions include the
fraternity's obligation to register all pledge retreat activities
five working days prior to the
event with ASU.
All pledge program activities must occur within the
Jonesboro, Ark., city limits. The
fraternity also will be required
to have a live-in staff person
(graduate student or professional) that resides in the house for
as long as Sigma Phi Epsilon
remains a student organization.
"We don't know what we're
going to do about their house,"
Lee said. "It's the nationals' call.
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Gas mask
frightens
U. Louisville
BY CHAZ MARTIN

The Louisville Cardinal
On Oct. 31, the University
of Louisville Department of
Public Safety was twice telephoned by members of the
Geography Department who
reported the presence of a
man wearing a green military
jacket, complemented by a
large bag marked "US
Mask/Chemical /Biological
Field NI7 Series."
The responding officers
were unsure whether the calls
were concerning a prank, a
potentially dangerous incident
or both. Lieutenant Tom
Fitzgerald notes that they were
"very fearful of a bomb or rifle."
Officers Jeff Pearce and Bill
Unseld found the man in an
anthropology class, and after
removing the suspect from the
room, they interrogated him to
find if he presented a threat to
the university population.

The suspect

20°PoUR&uW
REC,

since it's their property."
Lee said the alumni would
establish the new pledge process
once the fraternity is reactivated.
The Arkansas Gamma chap
ter was founded on the ASU campus in 1955.
The Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity is the largest in the
United States. The fraternity has
been in trouble in the past for
tights both on and off campus,
according to reports from the
University Police Department.
Thus is not the first time a fraternity on the ASU campus has
been punished for hazing.
According to Lee, the Omega
Psi Phi fraternity will complete
a four-year suspension this year
following an alleged hazing

^ELECTED FOOTWEAR UPTO

OFF

The man in question was
student Jason Oliver.
The senior honors student
claimed that his costume had
nothing to do with the recent
anthrax scare and that the
choice of attire was for
Halloween fun. He added that
his gas mask was removed
upon entry to his classes. Oliver
noted, "It was just a Halloween
costume and I did not realize
that anyone would react in such
an extreme manner."
Lt. Fitzgerald said he did not
see the levity in theOliver's costume choice. Within the context
of heightened national security
and widespread (ear of biological weapons, he believes Oliver
was "highly irresponsible."

The interrogation
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Oliver said ne believes that
the two police officers in question were out of line in their
interrogation of him. He
claimed that they insulted him
and stated that he "was wasting
their time." He offered to conceal his mask and bag for the
duration of his day, adding that
he wished to return to an important class. 1 le said he plans to
file complaints against the two
officers and has asked for apologies from both the police and
those who called them to report
concern over his gas mask.
The responding officers,
however, felt that an investigation was imperative and proceeded to question Oliver as to
the motives behind his costume
choice, asking if the gas mask
was intended to be "a prank."
Although Oliver believes the
police officers were "perpetuating hysteria" by detaining him
because of "a Halloween costume," Oliver was released
approximately 25 minutes after
he had been pulled from class
and was then allowed to return.
Oliver, however, claims that the
incident had placed him in such
.m emotional state that he could
not return to class.

Punishment
During the investigation he
was questioned repeatedly, but
neither he nor his bag were
searched. Before he was
released, Oliver was issued a
citation for disorderly conduct,
which, after at least two court
dates, may yield a fine of $250,
or up to 90 days in jail.
"I had an emotional breakdown and it look hours for my
lunie. family and Dr. Purifov to
calm me down," Oliver arid
Despite Oliver's assertion
that he has been the victim of a
POttM
overreaction,
Lt.
I it/gerald is confident that he
made the right call. "It was a
bad situation, and he had a lot
of peopk- scared."
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'Einstein was only partially
correct — arrogance, not
stupidity, is the other
infinite in life."

IrlMQK

DAN MAURER

senior
see story, below
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"... once we reach that level
of balanced bliss, JMU will
remove the freeze on enrollment and we'll increase the
population again ..."
see house editorial, below

DAN MAURER
CIRCUS AMERICANA

Sermonizing similar
to religious turmoil

t^i^

HOUSE

EDITORIAL

Growth slows, growing pains continue
In the spirit of bad planning that seems to plague
Virginia education, JMU
now suffers the effects of one
more ill-thought-out decision. Responding to state
urges for all Virginia universities to try to accommodate
the rise in students applying
to outlets of higher education, JMU increased enrollment by 3,500 students over
the course of four years,
according to Director of
Media Relations Fred Hilton.
Trying to accommodate
changes that would result
from such a rapid increase in
population, administrative
bodies approved a variety of
expansion
projects.
Unfortunately, efforts failed
and "growth outstripped
the planned expansion,"
Hilton said.
Now, the university is
holding enrollment at its current 15,000 in hopes of catching up development with
growth. In a well-planned
environment, JMU and the
state would have realized
that development should
foresee projected increases.

Much like spawning five
kids and then realizing the
house is too small for such a
crowd, it works better when
families think about their
future growth and purchase
a home accordingly before
offspring arrive. The difference with this analogy: while
a growing family can somelimes unintentionally outfrow their home, the student
ody outgrowing JMU's
accommodations by Increasing enrollment by 3,500 was
no accident.
So, now enrollment is on
hold. We're playing catchup. The university is working to complete expansion
projects to accommodate all
15,000 students. It's working
to hire faculty to handle the
demand for classes each registration time. This is good
planning. But are we looking past the catch up and
planning for the future?
Probably not.
Are we considering the
financial implications of
completing
large-scale
expansions with no projected increase in student enroll-

ment, in-state tuition or student fees? Probably not. The
university is awaiting a
grant in funds pending a
vote in the Virginia General
Assembly in January to pay
for these expansions and faculty increases. lacking funds
to pay for the project ourselves, there doesn't seem to
be a back-up plan should the
vote not come through.

-64... JMU and the state
would have realized
that development
should forsee projected
increases.
-99 —
Bad planning? One has
to wonder. Without access
to funding, JMU started a
trend in recent years of raising out-of-state tuition to
increase available money
since Virginia set the freeze
on in-state tuition. Most outof-state students would

protest another rise at this
point even to fund beneficial projects.
Most likely in this game
of catch up, we'll receive the
needed grant and finally be
able to accommodate all of
our student body through
housing requests for oncampus living, by offering a
decent number of spots in
enough classes that are in
demand, and more. But,
once we reach that level of
balanced bliss, JMU will
remove the freeze on enrollment and we'll increase the
population again, tarnishing
all the efforts to accommodate the student body.
Just how big does JMU
hope to become? It appears,
based on past and recent
decisions, that the answer is
big. The university built
ISAT in hopes of drawing a
new set of students to JMU,
those looking for a more
technical and
scientific
branch of a liberal arts
school. More recently, plans
for a massive performing
sir BIGCiKR. page 8

Einstein once quipped that
there were only two truly infinite things: the universe and
stupidity — and he was unsure
about the universe.
Leave it to me to say that
Einstein was only partially correct — arrogance, not stupidity,
is the other infinite in life. It
infects everyone, kind of like
bad driving on this campus,
because both biology and the
environment support it (youth,
coupled with a parking garage,
in the case of student driving
fiascos). We're arrogant about
how smart we are, how attractive we are, how successful
we'll be. Sometimes this arrogance is really just a healthy
self-confidence, but it turns into
something ugly when that arrogance starts to intrude into
matters of faith and religion.
Arrogance is a function of
being human, and when environmental mechanisms are
added that reinforce that belief
(like social groups and religious texts), the universal
arrogance factor rises markedly This arrogance in the sense
of defining and labeling oneself by means of a religious
text or belief, I'm convinced, is
the ostensible reason for at
least 99 percent of the world's
deaths by war.
In a scorching hot desert,
thousands of miles from here,
Palestinian Muslims and Israeli
Jews arc fighting in a rising
surge of violence, anger, frustration, revenge and fear that is
quickly dragging the region
into the realm of potential anarchy Both sides blame the other
for instigating the problem and
fueling the growing fire. Is religious belief the sword behind
the conflict, or is it merely a
shield masking other causes?
To the northwest, you'll see
the chaos shrouding the
Balkans. Ethnic discord, poverty and religious zealotry have
turned the region into a gluttonous mix of personal and
national rivalries, liberal use of
military power on civilians and
centuries-old villages and
towns and the guise of religious
and cultural purity to mask
political ambition. For political
and economic reasons, the West
half-heartedly engaged itself in
the conflict to "stabilize" a
region that has — for nearly a
thousand years — cannibalized
itself over these same issues.

Far from the lush green hills
of Macedonia and the brown
arid plains of the Middle East
the same age-old game is being
played out here, in the bastion
of freedom and individuality,
the American college. In an
ideal world, the college campus
would be a microchasm of society, and aside from the disproportionately high female-male
ratio and the disproportionately small minority student population, I'd say even JMU —
locked in the safe and secure
embrace of the Shenandoah
Valley — mirrors a great deal of
the "outside world," to include
being plagued by some ot its
most destructive cancers.
One such cancer is religious
in nature. At the risk ot angering many people who have a
deep and thoughtful spiritual
life, let me qualify my statement by saying that these comments are not directed at those
who worship in the quiet and
solitude of their own minds or
hearts, or refuse to "sell" their
faith to others, that they may
be judged worthy in the afterlife.
These comments are instead
meant for the (thankfully
small) population of "piety
salesmen" and D-hall preachers who prey (not necessarily
pray) on the souls of the
"uninitiated" or of questionable faith. Those who prance
back and forth, thumping their
Bibles on their chests, waving
their arms madly and shouting
at their audiences to repent, for
their lives are sinful and, after
all, "the good book" says to.
The same shortsightedness and
ignorance that causes unnecessarv bloodshed In all the
hotspots around the world is at
the heart of this campus-wide
tumor. It is like a cancer,
because it is a functional abnormality — it springs forth unexpectedly from the student body
and can grow at an unmanageable rate if not detected and
treated soon enough.
The pseudo-spirituality that
these people preach even at
|MU belongs to the same family
of one-sided religious intolerance and ignorance that festers
between ethnic divisions and
cultural divides all over the
world. It is only "pseudo" and
not real spirituality because true
faith, if it can be h.ul .it .ill. can
xtREUCIOS.yagtS
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As you may or may not have
heard, Turf and 77K* Breeze have
severed ties. This decision was
difficult to make but necessary.
It is being widely circulated
that the reason for this split is censorship — The Breeze censoring
Turf s content. This is just not true
Rather, the reason for this decision was based on a conflict of
management and a failua' to
compromise on what was supposed to be a shared vision.
Turf was created as the ifamd
vision of Alex vessels, IJeborah
Armusewicz and fornxT Breeze
Editors Cina Montefusco and
Alison Manser. The four had a
dear idea of Turfs place on the

JMU campusand the impact they
hoped for it to have as iin alternative magazine that would make
people think. Turf was to be an
occasional supplement — a part
of The Bnrze, not a separate entity.
As the publication evolved,
Turf gained a sense of independence and a system of management that did not fit well under
Tht' Bnvze's hierarchy of editorial
management. As executive editors of Turf. Breeze Managing
Editor Amanda Capp and I
maintained the final say concerning what was and was not printed in Turf, just as we do with all
supplements of 77IP Breeze.
I Lid this ever been a content

or censorship issue, I easily could
have ended Turf long ago I said
yes when Alex asked me early
last spring if I even wanted to
attempt publishing Turf with a
mostly new and inexperienced
staff. I supported Turf and
worked with Turf editor Keisha
Banks this semester with full
intent to publish issues of Turf. I
fought to maintain Vie Breeze's
right to publish Turf this summer when threatened with
funding cuts by the 3oard of
Visitors and I would do it again
today for the sake of free speech
in publications and everything
the members of the Turf staff
believe I am against.

I believe there is a place at
JMU for Turfs zany comedy ami
limitless boundaries; its attempt
to provide more of a student
voice. I do not believe, however,
that Turfs pLxe should be as a
branch of Vie Bnvze, under the
(ilitori.il management of The
Breeze editors.
At this point, it is unclear
what the future will hold for Turf.
Its dedicated and hard -working
staff have a commitment and
vision all their own to see Turf
published on this campus I wish
them luck in their independent
creative endeavors.
Julie Sproesser,
I .lii. ii-in t hief, Vie Breeze

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Professor points out
misrepresentations
To the Editor
"A Panel on Russia, The
Central Asian Republics, and
IsLimic Fundamentalism" was
held Ot 24 in Harrison Kill.
Unfortunately, the article in Vie
Bnrze, "Profs examine IsLim,
Central Asian issues" (Nov. I),
attained several false quotations
and other misrepresentations. I
would like to correct these
through points one and two
below, please. Further, there were
a few points made by students
that attended the panel discussion
that I would like to address in
points three and four.
I) I am reported to have
"said" that Taliban Wah'hah.sts
"call themselves 'unitarians' who
uphold the doctrine that the God

they believe in (Allah) is the only
one ("wahid")." I said no such
thing and never used either the
term "unitarian" nor "wahid." AH
observant Muslins in principle
believe in wahid. There is a religion in the United States known
as Unitarian Universalism that
follows a very tolerant theology
that is the exact opposite of that
of the Taliban Wah habists. As a
practicing member of that religion, 1 would never confuse people by using this third-rate and
misleading English tr.msLirion in
such a context
2) I did not say that
Wahhabism does not allow
women to drive, go to school, or
wink. It is only the verskwi of
Wahhabism
practiced
in
AfgKin.stanrhaldi.es so m Saudi
Arabia, which is the longtime
fountainhead of Wahhabism,

women are forbidden to drive, but
are allowed to go to school and
work as long as they are kept separate from unrelated men while
doing six These distiiKtions were
made in my lecture
3) I did not identify "Islamic
fundamentalism" with terrorism.
I Gin-fully distinguished "being
an observant Muslim" from being
an "Islamic fundamentilLst" from
being a "radical LsLimk fundamentalist" The first will try to follow not only the Five Pillars of
Islam in their personal life, but
abo the rules of belvivior Liid
down in one of the Islamic Liw
codes (shari'a). The second will
argue that the Liw code of a
Muslim society as a whole sh« mid
be a shari'a. The third will argue
that this should be achieved by
any moans, including violence,
even if the majority of the society

opposes doing so The Taliban
Wah habists fall into this
third category. I made clear in
my response to the first question
asked that suicide is forbidden
by the Qur'an ami that, therefore, it is in principle in opposition to a careful Islamic fundamentalist interpretatkm.
4) I .un hilly in aocml with the
concern expressed by some
Muslim students that we should
strive to avoid nuvepn-^'ntihinis
itllsLiin,theovenvhelniingm.qority of whose ad r» units believe in
peace, compasskn and charity.
Unfortiinately, .ill great worid
religions have followers who do
not always foltow the beliefs of
their founders and resort to
unaccepLible violence in the
name t>( religion.
I Barkley Rosser, 11
prof essor of economics
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"Sweden, because i

OPINION

"England, because I

hear the chicks are

^

Andrew Perroy

Melanie Arrington

junior, management

senior, English

"Rio de Janeiro,
because I love the tram
scene in the Bond
movie'Moonraker.'"

"The Mir Space
Station because they
Imve really good find."

tone British people."

\SPOTLIGHT

J

Ali Sterling
senior, English

BRENNA RAILEY/tnMv/rtnriifnvrtrr

Scott Harrison
freshman, music

Topic: If you could live anywhere in the world, where would it be and why?

Religion based on faith difficult to obtain Bigger isn't always better
itBUGftNV from page 7
only come aftfif a lifetime ol
searching for ondtfftandina
The spirituality that some local
self-proclaimed
religious
guides, and tame catnplll sin
dent groups, offer us is the 7-11
version, the instant totter v.r
sion, the instant access version
To come to this campus, to
degrade us by attaching the
labels "whore" and "sinner." to

toss "Not Afraid to Die!"
\ ult'oson the tront Kfltiol cars
parked with their windows
rolled down a few inches, and
then exped us to thank them
tor showing us the error of our

ways describes a certain kind
of arrogance in these groups
and individuals — an arrogance supported by ignorance.
Faith shouldn't he easy, nor
should it be sold How dare kVt

assume that people can fall
under one category, one belief,
one understanding o( the
world when there is no factual
evidence to support any one of
those beliefs? That kind of
arrogance is the cancer that
spreads violence and instability in so many parts of the
world — we are so blind and
arrogant that we can't see it
happening here, in our own

BIGGER, from page 7

supposedly intellectually free
and safe institution.

arts complex and a stadium overhaul seem to imply hopes for
enrollment increases.
And while projections are
now aimed for only a 102-student increase from now until
2006, in. reases (oi alter that mark
likely will be high. After all, who
do they expect to fill another
40,000 seats planned for the new
Hndgetorth stadium if enroll

Dan Maurer is a senior politiml science nut/or who would like
to thank the person or psrsoM MHO
graaou>lu d'i'i'i'fii .1 "Not Afraid
lo Die!'' video on the front seal of
Wfl parked car sexvral week-, tgo
for reinforcing his distrust of
"organized" religious faction* anJ
providing fodder for yet another
ov-ed piece

merit remains below 16,000?
Your guess is as good as ours,
but part of )MU's charm is its
size, and massive increases
beyond where we are now seem
like ■ bad idea. Every school
wasn't meant to house 50,000
■tlldentS, and those that do lose
personality, lose the personal
attention offered and lose the
SSflSB of community most of us
treasure in |MU

Katherine A. Martin, D.O.
I he I lomc I )epoi now lining

Family Practice Physician

lot night crew positions!
That's right! The Home Depot's night shift allows
you to have your days free'You'll have the
flexibility to spend more time with your family,
attend school, or just spend your days relaxing
outdoors. And you'll also have access to great
benefits & opportunities'

OPEN TO NEW PATIENTS
Women's Medicine - Pediatrics - Osteopathic Manipulation - Sports Medicine
Adult Medicine - Accidents - Allergy/Skin Problems - Complete Physicals-all ages

We »c( Olltring Th*i* Opporlunni«t:

(540) 438-9292

1765 S. High Street (Next to Food l.ion on South 42)

Freight Team Associates
Receiving Associates
Wor-k 4 hour shifts, such as
Spm-midnight or 5 .IIII-9.HU

i—— «T ProI"ess'ona' Na'l Care & Foot Spa
Asian A/ails
^r%
Center For Ladies & Gentlemen
'V^M
/^

Work 6 to S hour shifts,
between the hours of 8pm-5am
or 4am-1 0am

onl Qnmn
B01-807Q

In Town Center, Behind Valley Mall
Next to Sprint

Fall Specials

(shifts may »ary slightly)
Fu

Apply today at any area store!
Once you have completed
your application, ask to speak
to a member
of our Management Team.

"

Fi

"

Set

20

In

Manicure

*

Pedicure

$'3

-With Whirlpool Spa

$10

Eyebrow Wax

Enroll NOW for Spring 2002 courses:
LSAT prep starts 1/10 (ask for code LSCV2201)
MCAT prep starts 1/14 (ask for code MCCV2201)
Call 1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com

NYSi^e
574-0808

$8

•Includes Parafin Wax
w

a'k -in appointments welcome.
Gift certificates available
We accept local checks & MC/Visa

Hours: Mon-Wed 10am-8pm
r
_,
„
Tnurs-Sat 9am-8pm

LIQVOF DL

xSSW^ **i B LMT. m m jgg
Prepare for the LSAT or MCAT
right on the JMU campus!!

$18

he week

ICE GXCGAM

56 Easl Wolf Street. Hairlaonburg. Va (540)433-6980

R.aspDerry
h
$1.00 Games
and $1.00 Shoes
Sunday & Monday
at Valley Lanes
9:00 pm -1:00 am

Located in Food Lion
Shopping Center
off Port Republic Road
Stylists with advanced training
in New York, Northern Virginia
and Richmond

we'll push you to

^ [edge
then tell you to jump.

Hours:
10-6 Mon-Wed
10-7 Thurs, Fri

You know its in you. The desire to go farther To start where
others stop. Its why you should consider Army ROTC. It's a
class where you'll tace unique challenges while developing
skills like how to think on your leel and be a good leader
Register today. And hold on tight.

9-5 Sat

ARMY ROTC Unlike any other college course you can take
Sign up now!
I "Ml.ict Major I.ovc at 568-3633

L

pnwioN

THURSDAY, NOV.

Darts

8, 20011 THK BRKKZEI9

IF YOU WANT IO SUBMIT SOMETHING TO THE OPMION

rtim A Pats am mbrntnedammymotaly
ami printed on u tpoc&avoNebk basts.
Submissions atr bmWd »/»»., am■/HTson's
OpWtm ofa §f»H sttuoitvn. /-rum or event
ami do MM or, nmrit) mfln i At /«.//.

SECTION, SEND IT VIA E-MAIL TO NOWUNTD. REMEMBER,

Pats

COLUMNS SHOULD BE 800-1,000 WORDS. LETTERS ARE UP TO
500 WORDS AND NOTHING ANONYMOUS WILL BE PRINTED.

Enuul dtir<\ mmipus to hrec/cdpC" h»mn;iil turn

Pat-

Dart...

A "way-to-be-festive" pat to all the faculty and stall who brought out their
adorably costumed children to trick or treat
on Greek Row lor I hUoivcen
From the aororffy mm of]MU .,
to tsriome you I I

Dart...

An "I cant-believe you can'tshow-a-little-prelerence-to-your-own" dart to a certain department lor not holding spots (or
majors and letting anyone sign up for an indemand class.

t'rorna ivry stressed out junior tehocan't <tet
into any of the ibises in her major thai she limit
next tanittti.

Pat...

A
"whatever happened to-'AllTogelhcr-One?'"dart to the \lanhmg Royal
Dukes for not dressing up for the
Homecoming parade. Apparently it tvaan I
televised enough for you.

From a person tired of supporting a group
that is too elitist to reaped their own student;
staff, itlurnni and community by at lentt pretexting to Iv a purl of our campus

Pat...

A "lhank-you-fordoing-the-inipossible"
rt to the Arizona Diamondbacks lor Brad
_ beating the Yankees in a World Series.

SUBMITTING
IS EASY.

Sent in by an elated freshman whose
fanmle team happens to fee leluner lite Yanks
are playing and i> glnd to sir the Inter team
finally win one

Dart...

Alt I-love-your .■ntluiM.i-.in and dadl
cation* pal to ihe otganlzan of the
AltcnutiwSpring Break program

from someone who know, all the extra hours
you guys put in at lire office, including liming
in Wilson Hall

THE BREEZE
ANTHONY

A "your-priorities ,m>-out .it hn.- darl
to the JMU Athletic Department lor slashing
scholarships and budgets of winning pro
grams to foster Ihe growth ol a football learn
that can't even win a game in 1 AA

-

SEEGER HALL

MSC6805
OPINION DESK: x8-3846

Sent in by an alumnus who has learned the
Ivst inresfmrri/s are made in program and people tliat haiv a history of producing winning,
results.

College Park
Ashlry Crossing
Now Leasing
THIS SUNDAY
w/ GEORGIA
AVENUE

WILSON HALL
DOORS:

7PM mow: 8PM

$10 W/ JA< @ WARREN
HALL BOX OFFICE
<
GENERAL
$12 @ THE DOOR/PLAN 9
ADMISSION
A
TOWN ft <AMPUS
MUSKTODAy.COM

^ent Include*
•Fully furnished
• Individual lease
•Washer/Dryer
•Microwave
•Dishwasher
•Local Phone Service
•High speed unlimited
ethernet access
•Cable plus HBO
•Water, sewer and trash
removal
•Clubhouse w/ exercise
room, pool table & foosball
• Pool & hot tub
•Tennis, volleyball &
basketball courts
•State of the art computer lab
•Enthusiastic, caring staff
•On site, full service
maintenance w/ 24 hour
emergency service

College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001

1&r
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LIFESTYLES

HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD
1

ACROSS
Today's Birthday — You can expect a lot of discussion this year, along with some
resistance to your authority. This isn t necessarily bad. You'll fine-tune lh.' -kill of «<•!ting along with others - and, of course, the skill of leaching them how to fH along
with you.
Daily rating: 10 it the easiest day. 0 the
moat challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 22)

mg~
Today is a 7 • You're a
^^■jw* straightforward, honest person.'

Today il a 6 - Be careful about
what you say for the next few
week*. Let business take top priority. Learn to be a strategist.
This could cramp your style socially for a
while, but your friends will understand.

^^W With you, what pcople'tfee is
what they get. But that doon I
mean you can't have a private side. '
Kight now, love and money both fit
into that category-

5fc:
1

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^fc t Today is a 5 - Don't expect much
•■BB^pio^ri'-N until latei tomorrow
Jy You re locked in negotiations.
Your partner, mate or main adversary is very persuasive. Are you going to
be swayed by this person's argument?
Only if it's to your ultimate advantage.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 - OK, now it's time
to really get serious. You may
not get far, though. If the best
you can do is to keep somebody
from running all over you, that's good
enough. Tonight, stay close to home.

■ns

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a 7 - Love is plentiful,
. but money is temporarily
scarce. Put your heads together
and come up with a plan. Doing
without isn't so bad when you're doing

it together
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
^ --v Today is a 6 - Home is where
By your heart is tonight, and that's
^^ where your body should be, too.
That may require a slight modification to your schedule, but it's worth the
effort. Tell the boss you can't work late.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept 221
^ba Today is a 7 - An insider tip
~V^rfl could help you find the perfect
^gp thing for your home. If it gives
^^^ you the look you want, go for it,
even if it means going without something else. Make a change for the better.

■ Today is a 7 - You're getting
. stronger, smarter and cuter. Not
:
everyone agrees with you yet,
but don't let that slow you down.
Don't holler to convince them. You'll win

more votes with your smile.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - Conditions are
m^X\ changing again. Alihoue,h you're
(^*v exuberant and enthusiastic, it's
best not to gloat. Keep recent victories to yourself, and start planning
your next move.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
KZL
Today is a 7 - Your friends mean
vMl« the world to you, even though
(j^rg you rarely say so. One of them
will need a favor soon. It's a
chance to show your appreciation and
your love.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
■^k
Today is a 6 • You'll have to
^r hold off for a little while longer.
'•fi\. There'll be too much opposition
to your suggestions. Instead of
feeling squashed, take notes

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
^a. Today is a 7 - Your attention
iC 8ks turns to a new idea or a very
yj attractive person. The two may
even be linked. But something is
in the way. You can't get together yet.

—Tribune Media Services

1 Rider's whip
5 Yorkshire
fellow
9 First name of
36D
14 Conceal
15 Actor's part
16 Frankie of The
Four Seasons
17 PC symbol
18 European
capital, 19491990
20 Mystify
22 Offering support
23 Be unwell
24 Diet, entry
26 Summers on
the Somme
27 Championship
30 Flight expense
32 Famous cookie
man
33 Dreaded
34 Stadium cheer
37 Entertainer
Calloway
38 Living rooms
39 In the past
40 Med. care plan
41 -M'A'S'H- costar
42 Pack away
43 Boot adjuncts
45 Feudal lord
46 Labels
48 Twisting turn
49 Hanoi holiday
50 Ogden resident
52 Brittle metallic
element
56 Direct and
practical
59 Gymnast
Korbut
60 Motionless
61 Ineffectual
62 Humorist
Rogers
63 Yields
64 Military meal
65 Playwright
Simon
DOWN
1 Poker token
2 _ pilaf
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SOLUTIONS TO LAST ISSUE'S PUZZLE:

3 Scent
4 Corresponding
friends
5 Angler's basket
6 Plotted
deception
7 Smith and Gore
8 Favorite
9 Continuously
10 More expansive
11 Unable to read
12 Shape of
fashion
13 Warbles
19 Neutralizing
agents
21 Commit perjury
24 Old-time callers
25 Bloopers
27 Dashboard
gauge, for short
28 Muslim
religious leader
29 Coasted on a
runnerless sled
30 Eagle quarters
31 Classified
33 Makes plump
35 Intensely eager
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36 Sewingmachine
inventor
38 Greek letter
42 Type of strike
44 Off the ship
45 Waikiki wreath
46 Surcoat
47 Make amends
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Kilmer poem
Picnic pests
Doctrines
Mr. Nastase
Jamaican fruit
Shopping
complex
57 Shade tree
58 Scot's negative

Now
Leasing
<3

•

•4 Bedroom/4 Bath luxury
apartments
• Large kitchens fully equipped
with modern appliances
•Extra Capacity Washers &
Dryers in every apartment!

Awesome Clubhouse with
large screen TV, DVD, PoolS
Fooseball tables :._...
State-of-the-art
Fitness Centers
Olympic Size swimming pool

Located off Neff Avenue
on Sunchase Drive
msq

<0t Visit the Sunchase Leasing Center with Your Group and
L J
- Reserve your Housing for the 2002-2003 School Year!
OPPORTUNITY
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BECKY GABRIEiyiftjJf photographer

Th« floureacent collection, located in room 202 of Miller Hall, feature* minerals with the ability to fluoreece when illuminated by ultraviolet light.

Story by staff writer Amanda Hayes
Art by staff artist Jody Worthington
Miller Hall Approximately 80
fifth graders. Several volunteers. Sound like total chaos?
Actually, this was just one of the
recent efforts made by the Geology Club
"to increase awareness in science for
children at a variety of educational levels through the means of volunteering
and community outreach," said senior
Kevin Hagie, Geology Club president.
The students from Plains Element.H\
School in Timbervillc visited campus
Thursday, Oct. 25, and experienced some
informative and fun activities involving
geology. Students iot.it« ,i through four
stations that lasted approximately 30
minutes each. The stations included
basic rock and mineral identification,
hydrology and map reading, a tour of
campus geology and a mineral museum
tour
Junior Joe Meiburger, who led the
hydrology and map reading sessions
discussed topographic maps and how to
use them. Students cnjoved finding local
landmarks and even their own house.
"It was a lot of fun. It's fun to pass it
{knowledge) on and see people actually
get excited," Meiburger said.
Junior Erin Railer worked with the
basic rock and mineral identification session.
"I have to admit that so many people
don't understand what goes on in here,"

Raiter said. "We worked on rocks and
diinwcrt the most simple and fun ways
to test what kind they are. We broke it
down simply."
Students learned several tests to identify minerals. To test for hardness, simply scratch the rock with your fingernail.
A tiny drop of acid on the rock will
show if there is a reaction or not. Some
minerals such as hematite will leave a
red streak when scratched on a surface.
Sophomore Cheryl Pruiett, another
volunteer, said, "We really like what we
do, .»nd it's fun to share it with other people."
Volunteers expressed a desire to want
to do more community outreach programs.
Senior Scott Meredith said, " I think
it's awesome that they are getting into
this and learning as early as they are. It's
amazing."
The Geology Club is planning two
more outings to local schools this Mima
ter. With the revised Standards ot
Learning, fifth-grade students arc
expected to investigate and understand
how the earth's surface is constantly
changing. Among key concepts are to
learn the rodt cyck and to identify rock
types and learn about the Karth's history
and fossil evidence. Students are also
exposed to topics earlier than in previous vears.

"It certainly helps the teachers with
their science courses and probably gives
them a chance to update their own backgrounds," geology professor Sherwood
Cullen said of the school trips.
This is just one of many activities the
Geology Club participates in throughout
the year.
The Geology Club began in 1969
before Madison College became James
Madison University. Primarily, the club
invited guest speakers to speak about a
variety of topics associated with geology.
Times have changed since those early
years. This year's Geology Club is doing
more outreach programs to get people
interested in geology.
According to Cullen, "This is a really
active group We've done more outreacn
than almost any year I can remember."
Currently there are about 75 members in
the club.
The club provides services such as selling topographic maps, ordering and distributing field gear to all majors and minors
and educational outreach programs.
"We sell topographic maps to anyone
who would like them, whether they be
students, professors, academic departments or just interested members of the
community," Hagie said.
Prior to the trip to Plains Elementary
School on Oct. 25, members went to
Keiser Elementary school to give a brief

Cresentation on rocks and minerals and
elped out on field trips with
Waynesboro City schools. In addition,
the club participates in frequent potluck
dinners, a semi-annual paint ball war, frequent hikes around the area and invites
guest speakers relevant to the field of
geology.
In 1997, the Geology Club became the
first East Coast student chapter of the
American Institute of Professional
Geologists. According to its Web site,
www.aipg.org, the AIGP was founded in
1963 "to certify the credential of practicing geologists and to advocate on behalf
of the profession."
Several fund raisers a year, including
bake sales, T-shirt sales and bumper
sticker sales, provide for a variety of
club events.
"Currently, plans are in the process
for a spring benefit concert that would
raise money for a cross country journey
to experience the geology oi the states "
Hagie said.
Being a geology major or minor is not
a requirement for club membership.
Anyone with an interest in geologv is
welcome. Meetings are held at 3:30 p.m.
on Mondays in Miller 223. A tea time
immediately follows the meeting where
members can chat informally with each
other and professors. For more information, e-mail Hagie at httttb).

Exhibits

m

Visitors to the JMU Mineral Museum located on the third floor of Miller Hall can
view 500 rare mineral specimens. Five separate displays line the hallways and hold
the systematic collection, minerals of Virginia and the sphere display, Amelia, Va.
and Elmwood, Tenn. collections, large specimen display and the Richard S. Mitchell
memorial collection. A fluorescent collection also is available in Room 222.

H*>

&

The systematic collection contains minerals arranged according to their chemical compositions and crystal structures. These minerals range from quartz to emerald, diamond
and gold. Minerals native to Virginia are found in the minerals of Virginia and sphere
display. One interesting note, the mineral unakite formed from the basement rock of the
Blue Ridge Mountains. Edinburg limestone, Catotin basalts and Antietam sandstone are
also more local minerals on display.

The Amelia, Va. display shows minerals from the Morefield Pegmatite Mine and Rutherford
Mine located in Amelia County. This area is known scientifically as a site for the lithium-iron
mica and as a site where the largest specimen of microlite crystal in the world was found.
Elmwood, Tenn. is rich in minerals from the Mississippi River deposit and is the site of minerals including fluorite, calcite and barite. Oversized minerals are found in the large specimen collection. This includes large specimens of copper, smoky quartz and calcite.

m

The Richard S. Mitchell memorial collection also contains minerals native to Virginia,
including a specimen of turquoise. The fluorescent collection features minerals with
the ability to fluoresce when illuminated by ultraviolet light. All specimens were collected from the Franklin and Sterling Hill Mines in Sussex County, NJ. The museum
is available online at http://csm.jmu.edu/imneralsldefault.hlni.
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Introducing a calling plan as big as the USA.

2000
minutes for $

30

Plus a Free
Digital PCS
Phone

New From SunCom
Welcome Home America Plans
FREE DIGITAL PCS PHONE
• Mitsubishi T300

MORE ANYTIME AND NIGHT & WEEKEND
MINUTES THAN EVER
• Other plans up to 3500 minutes.

FREE NATIONWIDE LONG DISTANCE AND
NO ROAMING CHARGES COAST TO COAST
• Whenever you see SunCom and AT&T on your phone.

* * * •
• • * •
• * * * *
I * * * *

L

r^

k* * * • *

J^ MITSUBISHI

AT&T

we get it.
1-877-CALL SUN

SunCom store locations
New!
Staunton
Colonial Mall
1331 Greenville Ave

540-866-4054

SunCom
Member of the ATST Wireless Network

store hours: mon-fri 9a-7p, sat 10a-6p, sun 1p-5p
Staunton
Shenandoah Plaza
(across Irom Colonial Mall
1408 Greenville Ave
540-255-8380

Corporate Sales 866-353-6094 (toll free)
shop online www SunCom com

(mon-sat 10a-9p, sun 12:30p-5:30pl
Exclusive Authorized Dealer
Harrisonburg
Marketplace Shoppes
(across from Valley Mall near Books-A-Millionl
1866 East Market St. Suite B

£f\P

540-246-8440
limited-lime of er S35 activation lee and 12-month service agreement required welcome Home America Plans include a Mitsubishi 1300 digital phone Phone selection may vary The Welcome Home America calling
plan rales are available when using your phone on the SunCom, AT&T and affiliate networks located in the contiguous United States and Hawaii International long distance calls are nol included nor are calls thai
require a credit card or operalor assistance to complete SunCom reserves the right to terminate your agreement it more than 50% of your minutes are not on the SunCom Network SunCom service available for
specified ZIP codes only Other restrictions apply See stores for details <t> SunCom 2001
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"Better Than Ezra has had a
great deal of commercial success that has not tainted their
musical direction."

High as a kite

Redman and Method Man
snuck to campus Tuesday in a
sneak preview of "How High,'"
to be released Dec. 21.

IX Lll
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JODY ABBOTT

senior
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sec story below

Lesson
learned

TAlkllNl' bouT
A REVOLUTION
BY KATE SNYDER
staff writer
Lights dimmed in a soldout Wilson Hall and fans
jumped from their seals.
They ran to the stage in
anticipation of the band that
has been talked about on
JMU's campus for weeks.
After the opening act, Llama,
left the stage,
students
pushed closer together when
Of A Revolution, or O A K ,
took the stage. Fans instantly
became captivated by the
incredible sounds of the
band from Ohio Stall
Although the band has a
short history, OAR has |
large following, especially on
college campuses. Its youth
and grassroots popularity
have brought forth many
fans even without a majorlabel release. The blend of
sounds
attracts
a
very
diverse audience. O.A.R.
mixes grassroots rock with a
down-tempo form of ska to
create a sound unlike most
modern bands.

-uTheir songs are about
situations that really

speak out to us as
college students.
— Leigh (iiblin
nfhonofc

55"The thing that I love
about O.A.R. is their unique
sound,"
junior
Elizabeth
Anderson said. "Their influences in ao divaraa th.it what
they come out with is something that can't really bo compared to other bands. In a
musical era where everything
can be kind of compartmentalized into rock, pop or alternative, O.A.R. brings forth an
acoustic sound somewhat like
the Dave Matthews Band,"
Anderson said. "The only
other band 1 know of that has
come out with something so
unprecedented is Sublime "
The band opened with

"Conquering Fools," from its
first album. The Wanderer,
and then moved, on to
"Delicate Few." The energy
of the crowd grew as lead
singer and guitarist Marc
Roberge requested the main
lights be turned on so he
could see his audience.
"They truly seemed to
want to interact with the students," junior Scott Swisher
said. "When they turned on
the lights we got even more
motivated and had our own
party on the balcony."
O.A.R played its version
of Simon and Garfunkel's
"leeling
Groovy"
and
moved on to "City on
Down," from its second CD,
Souli Aflame
The band
jammed for over 10 minutes,
keeping the full attention of
the screaming fans.
"At every concert I've
attended, they always generate a lot of positive energy
ft.mi Hie crowd," sophomore
Leigh Giblin said. "Their
songs are about situations
that really speak out to us as
college students "
The lights went down
again and the band sprang
into action with "Night
Shift" and then blended into
the famous bass line of Bob
Marley's "Stir It Up." The
crowd went wild over bassist
Benj Gershman's laid back
style. "Hey Girl," from its
newly released album Risen,
also got the crowd going as
Llama
keyboardist
Ian
Fitchuk joined the band.
O.A.R. ended with the
ever
popular,
all-time
favorite "That was a Crazy
Game of Poker." The band
started slow, teasing the
audience, and built up so
much energy that Roberge
stopped singing at times to
let the crowd take over the
lyrics. After about 20 minutes, the song ended, leaving
the crowd cheering.
"We try to build up so much
positive energy; that's why we
want to play for you," Roberge
said to the crowd "Please take
the positive energy home and
Shan it with someone else."
Returning for an encore,
Roberge and guitarist Richard

BY KATIE HOLT
staff'writer

MEGHAN \\(>\TGt)MER\tsrniorphotographer
O.A.R. saxaphonlst Jerry DePtzzo jams onstage at Wilson Hall on Sunday. DePlzzo Is joined by
four other young musicians to form the fun-loving, energetic band O.A.R.
On announced the importance
of their List song, "I Feel Home,"
about hometowns and old
friends. "They sang and played
with so much emotion that
everyone seemed to really connect with them," junior Mike

Walsh laid.

At the end of the show, the
band members stayed after to
shake hands and talk with audi
enie members. They defied the
image-conscious morale of
modem day bands and took the
time to miiT.it t with their fellow college students

The University Program
Board organized the concert. "It
was awesome seeing the success
of the show, the way the students en|o\e,i it and til*- Quality
of the show itself," said junior
Anthony Marchegiano, UPB
director of cinematic events.

Ezra comes back better than ever
Better Than Ezra to film video at Wilson Hall performance Sunday
BY MICHAEL CROSNICKER

t oniributing writer
Better nun Ezra will jam in

Wilson Hall Sunday, Nov. II,
performing and filming a video
for an upcoming release. The

MUSH

Jay BUtxIvi^Couno) <>l HLYOM) MUStC

the release of their fourth
album Closer.
letter Than Ezra will film a
video for "Misunderstood,"
the second single from Closer,
while visiting [MU.

[nduatryaaaa(MUI -122)

and the L'imcrsitv Program
Board joined forces to bring
Better Than Ezra to campus
Students now have the opportunity to witness the ntUffciani
at work in an intimate setting.
"Belter Than Ezra has had a
Hreat dealol commerci.il sun ess
that h.is not tainted their mueJi si
direction," said senior Jody
\bbott, head of media relations
fai MUl -122. "They are great
K)ngM nters and musicians,
which translates onto the stage
for a great live show Students
■ire going to Ml .i Kind that has
fallen out of the public eve that
is about to blow up again."
The band currently is
touring in conjunction with

-6 6

Students are going to
get a band that has
fallen out of the public
I've that is about to
blow up again.

New Yoti fiti

— Jody Abbott

-99

turesque campus to Better
Than
Ezra
bassist
Tom
Drummond, and the three
band members decided that
JMU would suit the video,
Closer has received consistent
praise
and
critical
acclaim across the music
world. "Driven by four truly
superb songs, the fourth and
latest CD from New Otleans
trio Better I nan E/r.i is easik
the best collection the band
has
created,"
said
Dan
Quilante in a review of Closer
in the Aug. 7 edition of the

senior

According to Abbott, the
band's decision to him the
video at JMU came in a roundabout way. A former UPIJ
member described JMU's pic-

Ballads like "Closer" and
"A Lifetime" fuse with the
pop-friendly melodic guit.it
riffs
in
songs
like
"Misunderstood" and "Extra
Ordinary" on Closer These
songs will introduce the
crowd to the evolution thai
Better Than Ezra has gone
see A, page 14

Better Than Ezra gets Closer with recent album
BY DAVF.V IONI S
contributing writer
Let your mind travel back
to the mid '90s — the Golden
Age of alternative rock Bandl
like the Counting Crows, the
Wallflower*, th« Gin Blossoms
and R.E.M. ruled the radio
waves, as well as a decent portion ot mu^ic ti'U'\ Ision, Better
thui Ezra was smack ill the
middle of it alt and riding
pretty high on the wave with
their hit album Friction Baby,
including songs like "King of
New
Orleans"
and

I '<^[H-rately Wanting."
After releasing How Does
Your Garden Grow in 1°98, the
group split with F.lektra
Records. Independent label
Beyond Music picked them up
earlier
this
year.
"Extra
Ordinary," was released shortly
after the group signed with
Beyond Music. The group's
most recent full-length album.
Closer, was released in August.
"Extra Ordinary" is a major
departure from their alternative
rock roots Closer has everything from a touch of funk to D)

Swamp's spinning and, of
course, Kevin Griffin'i nothing
Louisiana
croon.
"Extra
Ordinary" sound', like the ill.'
gitimate child of Everything's
"I loo, h" and Su>;.ir Kay's
"Fly." The title ir.u k, X loser,"
is an entirely different story,
inducing a sense of Better Than
E/ra nostalgia. "Recognize"
smacks with a blend of swanky
country guitar slides and DJ
Swamp's
sound
effects.
"Rolling" has a poppy, piano
laden feel and, lyrics considered, "Misunderstood" could

pass as a more upbeat version
of Train's "Meet Virginia." On
the more melancholy side, "Get
You In" and "Briefly" have a
softer sound.
The album's tracks span a
variety of sounds and moods
that should please a diverse
range ot musical tastes, providing for an experience that is
never boring. Although Better
Than Ezra may keep listeners
guessing this time out. the most
pleasing songs are the ones that
extend from the the niche of
sound it carved out earlier in its

Qultoy ot HLYDND MUSIC
career. Most of the departures
from that niche seem too blatant and almost forced, but its
own blend of pop and rock is
successful, ultimately making
lor .i. .itchy album.

Some material never will be
taught in a classroom. Edward
Napier s
"The
English
Teachers" is a play full of such
subject matter, and Tuesday
night's performance of the show
in l-atimer-Shaeffer Theatre
evoked the reaction impertinent
behavior usually does hriel
unease and candid laughter.
"The play is unique because
it has such an unparalleled how
esty,"
said
junior
Becca
Worthington, who plays Polly
Walker. "Edward Napier, natM
moments onstage th.it are tilled
with tension and rage and then
parallels them with scenes of a
sort of broken-down beauty
then' ara places when? the audience will probably feel uncomfortable, or angry or any given
array of emotions." she Ran
"The English Teachers is
the story of the Walker sisters.
Polly and Vic, who are torn
between who they are and
who they want to be Taking
place in Ceredo-Kenova, W.V.
during the l°60s, the two
women are oppressed by both
antiquated ideas of womanhood and small-town politics.
The plot revolves around
\"x. played by senior Emily
Gatesman, and her quest to
become the first female delegate
in the state legislature. Polly, the
eccentric sister, is filled with tal
ent and self-delusion. She is
yearning for the day she cm
escape Ceredo-Kenova, the "sea
monster (of a town) that nips at
her soul," to expand her acting
talent in New York City. While
both sisters work toward their
goals, they are English teachers
in the community.
"It is a play about unleashing the truth that exists in
everyone," Worthington said.
"It is about dealing with personal failure when it overshadows everything else and
personal success when it compromises your beliets It is
about the destructive power
of unfulfilled dreams/'
Perhaps in a way that pokes
fun at the self-restraint of the
early
'60s,
"The
English
le.H hers" dames .wound sexual
innuendoes ,wul vulgar' language. The older characters
seem naive to the changing
world around them in their
reactions to foul language and
discussion of sexual matters.
Meanwhile, the younger char
acters, like Vic's daughter Lib,
played
by junior
Lesley
Wepplo, struggle to come to
terms with the concept of sexuaht\ and selt-disvmery.
The sceiws revolving around
these subjects are filled with
humor, sass and poignant emotion. Worthington said she was
attracted to the script because of
one rather shocking scene in
which Polly breaks down and
lets loose her emotions
"That scene was so raw and
dcsoct.ite, a truly beautiful
stage moment," Worthington
snd I knew it would be a huge
challenge for me as an actress."
At times, her dry delivery of
sarcasm was easy to miss, but
dramatic outbursts were flooded with com iming passion
It is Vic's campaign manager, Ruth Davis, played by junior
Hilary Mann, who truly adds
the humor that balance! out the
feel i>f "The English Teachers."
As the stereotypical III' ole
southern woman, Davis is
tibnoxious, overbearing and
agitating Davis is content with
her role in the community and
is not impressed by how thesis
ters are "always [wanting]
everyone to know just how
smart Ihev are
If "The English Teachers" is
truly out to teach a lesson, it
would be one ot sell discovery
Vk and Polly are unconstrained
women, defying the status quo
to pursue dreams Along the
way, both sisters must deal with
challenges and compromises
that COme with realizing or
abandoning those dn'.ims
Ihe I nglish le.u hers runs
through Saturday at l.itimerShaentf Theatre at 8 p.m. each
night. Tickets cost $6 with a
]AC card or $8 without and
may be purchased at the

Masterpiece Seeaon Bon Office
or by calling x8-7000
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STYLE

Writing for writing's sake
So mv dad wrote this cook*

tries like Greece, Turkey, I gvpt

how he H as going to make millions oft his bi»oks, how he'd get

■hell tor the past three ye.irs

(and yes, I believe Afghanistan
is in there as well) and realize

book contracts lined with dollar
hilK, they were feelings of

and its completion has become
nothing more than a nuth

that this is the writer's ultimata
dream and his or her ultimate

grandiosity that this writer has

demigods if their respective

Every time I see mv hither he

curse: we helieve that it is so

lelt ail tOO often and it pained
me to hear this I wanted to tell

books get published? Will
Yours Truly ever become an'

tells me he's "got to gel th.it
book finished. Give me OM

easy to get our work published

him

while failing to realize that most
works are condemned to all in

about the writer who couldn't

international success, a literary
behemoth? Probably not. But

book, right? Exccpl ii Isn't published yet. No, it's been on the

more year."
■\nd so the ye.irs roll In and

envelopes labeled

with coun-

mate

all these horror stories,

get his work published and subKquenUy committed suicide,

the book siill siis on the shelf.

cardboard boxes or desk drawers. Now who knows1 Perhaps

Well, maybe I should correct

onedav "One Hundred ..." Will

about the writer who lived in a
one room apartment and wrote

myself, because it hn'l a book.
What is it, exactly* It's a card-

IBS the light of day.

on

napkins

and

ever

become

financial

placemats,

The Biltmore

write this column, so maybe
that says a lot for us and every

DJ Mysom Thursday

All Things
Literary

true writSfl Write reganiless of
the future; true writers write

I as\
Recipes
from
I me
I fund red Counties m I Skillet

becauM they can.

by senior writer
Zak Salih

I sing 11\ e Maximum Stepa and
Five Maximum Ingredients

anthem to shout in creative
writing classes, in underground

mental poetry a play, s short
story or a novel, one has to

which was a year before he
died. Some of these are myths
and others are realities. All of

halls, smoky bars and fragrant
coffee houses. Soon enough

have determination |ust the
other dav I was talking with
my suitemate about publishing

another but I knew Inennctlvely that he didn't need it beCBUBS
he. like my father, had determi-

sional It and I think OflCe than

nation.
DM urge to
through on his ideas

of

manila

JMU JaznTuesday t p.m.

"Art for art's sake," the Pre*
Raphaelites said. Maybe our

BDOUt the writer who didn't see
his name in print for 35 \e,irs,

we wire grading an essay (usual I v. my grade tends to fall In the
C-D range, but then- is the occa-

pile

Splat; Thursday S p.m.
Calhoun s Jam Friday 7 p.m.
Nate Clendenem Wednesday 8 p.m.

In order to get your writing
published, whether it's experi-

asking us to rate the meal .is if

the

CALHOUN's

Dave's Taverna

new mantra should be "Writing
for writing's sake." It will be an

writing. I gave him all the sup
port one writer could give to

through

Free Wings and Football. Monday
All You Can Eat Thumbs and Toesi Tuesday

shut off our computer or put
down our pen and say, "Never

Take a deep breath
"One
Hundred Very Simple, Very

was even an A-). Usually, I'll go
into my father's den and rifle

Karaokei Friday
Cobalt Bluei Saturday

Sure we may have doubts
along the way, sure we may

again." Yet true writers always
are drawn back to their work;

m.ike .1 hup deal OUl Oi dinner,

Jaredt Thursday S p.m.
Poetry Reading! Wednesday 8 p.m.

his recipes and my friend still
dreams of plot lines and I still

should tell you the title of my
lather's mythical cookbook.

when I come home to visit, rm
father will pull out a recipe and

The -Vr*rful dodger-

percent of the job: sticking by
our work.

Before I go on, I probably

And so "One Hundred ..."
sit-- and SitS and sits sometime*.

compiled by Erin Henry

other writer out there. That's 95

name i»t a foreign country and
tilled with notes concerning
natiort.il dishes.

my father pM ks on a few words
to "clarity" as he puts it

> c£©t!

my father still experiments with

board box Riled with manili
envelopes,each labeled with the

Keep m mint! this is only ■ ton
I,line title. e\er\ mouth 01 BO

UsT

must swallow it nevertheless
(usually a hill glass of milk helps).
Will my father or my suite-

Acoustic Night. Tuesday 8 p.m.-H p.m.
Live Ja in Wednesday 8 p.m.

The Little Grill
Lurry Keek Thursday 9 p.m. $7 donation

them are vignettes of despera-

kids will wear the catch phnes
on backpacks, T-shirts, key

tion as a result oi tame-and-fortune hunting.

chains. It might even become a
popular carving at your local

Open Stages Saturday 9 p.m. O song; limit)

Hut you cannot write for
money Nvause nine times out nf

tattoo parlor
Repeat after me: "writing for

10 the money ne\er comes. And if

writing's sake!" It's a message

follow

it dots come, it's not in the
columns of $100 bills you

for the dreamers and the doers.
So take back your money! We

At the same time, however,

dreamed of. To a writer, money
should be trivial Yes, it's a bitter

he also was telling me about

pill to swallow, hut us writers

don't want it! We don't need it!
Am I right7 Who's with me?
Hello7

SUPERNATURAL

Innerspacei Friday 9 p.m. 13 donation

9UFFAL0

WILD

WlN&S"

Survivor Night i Thursday
Monday Night Football
1.30 wing'st Tuesday

Smokiif good times
BY SCOTT KING

"How HIGH"

senior writer

STARRING:
REDMAN
AND METHOD MAN
RATED: R
RUNNING TIME:
100 MINUTES

Ivy passed out and the blunt

within the
NATURAL

he was smoking rolled into his
dreads.
A big puff of flames grows aj
he catches fin- and in a panic
lumps

window.

The

£ £\ £.

relieved and happy to still he
is that each

Zirkle House currently displays photographic and
print works of two student artists.

street. Then his best friend Silas,
played
by
Method
Man,

running, lasting only 30 seconds to two minutes. It was

In the Artworks Gallery, senior art major Kirsten

grounds Ivy's cremated ashes
and mixes them with soil where

Charleston, S.C. The untitled collection of prints
are encased in rustic wooden boxes constructed
from orchard crates.
Each print appears on thick paper, with color
distortions from an emulsion wash and charcoal or

he grows a manjuana plant
This is just the first

few

What helps "How Highscene

is short

like watching a whole bunch
of related skits. This managed to keep the pace of the

scenes of Redman and Method
Man's collaborative effort on the

movie going, unlike similar
movies "Next Pnday" and
11.ill Baked" where certain

silver

scenes seemed

screen,

"How

High,"

to drag on,

boring the audience.
However,
"How

include

shown in a sneak preview at

church interiors, plantation details and stores in
Charleston.

Grafton-Slovall
Theatre
Tuesday night. The fun begins

A rustic box at the entrance of the room displays
a manuscript that reads, "The places where I find

when Silas meets (arnal, played
by
Redman
at a college

quiet, simplicity, cracked and peeling paint. The
old. That is where I see God."

entrance exam.
Before taking the test, the

Printed into each image are words from journal
entries in the margins of a Bible, also on display in

two decide to smoke the weed
grown
from
Ivy's
ashes.

the gallery. "I wanted people to get a glimpse of
what I felt when 1 was there," Nordt said of her

Afterwards, Silas and |amal get
.! \ i-.it from the ghost of Ivy and

Charleston experience.

he helps the two stoners ace the
college entrance exam. The two

approaches and a barrage of
movies hits the theaters, keep

boys leave the ghetto behind
and head to Harvard for college

an eye out for "How High,"
opening Dec. 21.

conte crayon

This photograph
print, above, by
Kiraten Norm
encased In a
wooden box constructed from
orchard crates Is
one of her many
pieces In
Artworks Gallery
at Zlrfcle House.
Tiles of newspaper overlap
repeatedly, right,
to create senior
Anna Kang's
"Glimpse of the
Supernatural in
the Natural" In

the

alive, but then a bus hits and kills
him as he's still laying in the

Nordt presents an exhibit of photographs taken in

TF.KRHNfE NOWLIN/mrinr phMtr^htr

out

ground breaks his fall and manages to dampen the flames. Ivy is

accents.

Nordt's

images

Senior art major Anna Kang's paper-based artwork occupies the Other Gallery. A large work
"Glimpse of the Supernatural in the Natural" occupies a full wall with its overlapping tiles of newspaper, highlighted with red coloring. Smaller works on
adjacent walls complement "Glimpse" with meaningful use of the paper medium.
Nordt's and Kang's art is on display through Nov.

The him succeeds at entertaining the audience by poking
tun at Ivy League schools just like
last summer's movie "I.egally

which would have lied all the
little skits closer together.
Despite this, the film can stand
on its own two feet and is
worth seeing. For hefty laughs
and an overall good feeling
"How High" manages to do
well. As the holiday season

& Aiov%+,*v%*«rk*y

Blond." It's merely a "fish-out-ofwater" plot Liking two hoimes

Irom noon to 5 p.m. and Saturday from noon to 4
p.m. The galleries are closed on Sunday.

and putting them into an anally
conformed environment. "How

»«.«■

I ligh" also employs the stereotypical college movie cliches such

-'■■••

—compiled by TERRENCE NOWLIN

TERRENCE NOWLIN/imi,.r(*»,jnv»rr

e>

&' ■ST- C V- £"■ Oo dkKdy to th« ttmnuH
•rtd t*M *M msw*»tp*»<«

10. Zirkle House is open Monday through Friday

the Other Gallery.

High"

lacks a developed story arc,

iT*£'i*"!''

GtMtmovki Worth lh#
CfUy OCfcMprK*

as the evil dean, the guy who

sitouM hava Man
lalaaMHl MnM0ht lo ■hrtoo

refuses to party, the cocky jock
and the hot girl.

■naWtD of mm Mm?

A 'Better' band When in Rome
A, from i |

see. MUl 422 instructor (. hits

BY RBNBE KART

freedom more than anything

contributing writ* >

through *•■ band.
Junior Beckv Braun, a mem-

Stuppand the 31 ilass members

ber of the MUl 422 media relations team. Hid students should

nate all aspects "I scheduling
and putting on a COnOBfl

not fbrael about the previous
Top 40 heavy rotation smashes

UI'B pmvides the funding
fbrthentuak Industry class the

Funny Thing Happened On

to Erronius, played by freshman |ohn Alex. Frromus' two

The

children were kidnapped by

that Better man Em has pro

class compiled a list of afford-

luesday night.

duced

"Students actually do

able bands that are attractive to

know i lot of Better Ihan I Era's

students l he student body was
surveyed and Better I han Ezra
wai the consensus.

The play uses ,m open
stage as seals surround tin-

sion to retrieve them.
The third house is the home

actors on all four sides. , real

of Marcus I.ycus. played by
sophomore Stephen Matthie

Alter securing better Than
Ezn for Wilson Hall, the CSSM

I he pla) is lull oi sexual innuendos. earning its "mature

aongs," Braun said. "If they go
b» I and listen to their old

songs, Ihej will realize how
good they are and want to go
see the show."

broke up into teams to COOffdl

To

The

Forum,"

ing .in Intimate atmosphere.

The chart lopping hits thai
Better I ban I era has made

Avenue so ki» k the shovi oil
Hun (Better ihan I era's)

Lust, cross dressing and dam
ing tO entice men are just the

live show I-- awesome and thai
is what we wanted tO give stu

beginning «>t this wild
through encienl Rome.

dents |0 make the show a SUI
M'hoti said.
Hraun gave students a tew

fied gold release, Friction Baby.
in addition to these two smash

more

revolves around three houses
in close proximity Ihe mas

singlet, other well-known tunes

out and lake a breal h
homework — alter all it's .»

"King

of

New

Orleans,"

POftehin," "At the Stars" and
"SmieieK Me
Abbott and

Hraun elearlv

pertinent

reasons

to

attend, Students should come

Sunday — and to support the
JMU musk scene.*1
Doom tor the concert open at
7 p.m. Tickets tor BetSSI Ihan
Ban

remain available .it the

Illustrated the endeavor "i sup
plying the students with a i on

Warren 11.ill Boa Office for $10
with a I AC card .vui $12 foi

CCrl that they would want to

general admission

else, Pseudolus, played
sophomore Keith Foster.

by

The second house belongs

pirates, and it is his life mis-

begin with their breakthrough

have become conwnonplaoi on
their set lists These include

hook

Way

audiences only" disclaimer.

"Desperately
Wanting"
appeared on their second certi-

to

and laughter filled Theatre II
during the Opening night of "A

t leorgia

■ingle < lood " off oi their certl
tied platinum debut ( /» DdUXt

led

Singing, dancing, tumbling

I.ycus refers to himself as the
merchant of love and his
house holds six beautiful
women inside The women sit
and wait to please any man
they are sold to.

Initially, Pseudolua Intro
.luces the audience to a set

The audience finds out
that the actors .ire not the

I'AVfc KWVMuff ptu'lutirii/'tiei
Trouble and confusion ensue In MA Funny Thing Happened on
the Way to the Forum." The musical comedy Is currently playing at Theatre II through Saturday, Nov. 11.

only

characters

that are

in

senior less fofinaon, sophomore

ting

the

play

one

point

Pseudolua is on the run and

Knsten I lummeraton and freshman Allison (.raw lord, provide

flooi
seat, i cover from
expected danger and many
other things.

takes an unsuspecting audience member's chair, and
later on in the show, alter

much laughter thnmghout the
pla) Similar to a version of the
Ihrec stooges, these characters

this comedy, as it promises m its iirst song, will have
audiences falling out of their

drinking some potion, he ts
in desperate need of a kiss

run around bumping
into
things, as well as each other.

and smooches another audience member.

and

seals with laughter lovely
and whimsical, "A Funny
ITiIng Happened on the Way
to the Forum" is a game of

in

Rome.

The

ride

iton

ters ot the lust house are
Domina, played by junior
I .Hole
[ours
.,,,,1
S,.|ir..
['laved by Spencer Daniel.
They live with

their son,

Hero, plaved In
freshman
Kyle Musey. their chief slave,

Hyaterium, played in fresh
man
Kevin
Murphy
and
.mother slave who wants his

At

When Domina and Senex
take a short leave, all the trou
hie and contusion begin.
The

Proteans,

played

In

'ire

always

on

hand,

whether
playing
(llonosus
shipmen or I.ycus' servants
The Stags is simply adorned
with one prop, a multi pur
pose table, used as i dance

hide and seek, with
. haracler striving for
ultimate goals.

each
their

THURSDAY, NOV.
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T\vo fans on opposite sides
of the fence remember the
2001 World Series.

o L^Q LvVS
EQUESTRIAN

"Dave Kozak is JMU soccer's version of Rudy. For him to not only
get in the game ... but also to score
was poetic justice."
DAN ENSLEY

men's assistant soccer coach
•M story below

MEN'S SOCCER

Jumping by
leaps and
bounds

SFSpot light

BY JEFF CRETZ

senior writer
In only six semesters of
existence, JMU's Equestrian
Club
is
making
great
strides. It first competed in
the fall semester of 1999,
and the club has grown to
about 50 members.
JMU competes in a region
with 12 schools, including
Hollins
College,
the
University
of
Virginia,
Virginia Tech, Washington it
I ee University and HamptonSydney University. JMU is
now second in the region,
behind 1 lollins.
In intercollegiate riding,
riders are placed into nine
divisions. Usually, 12 members from each team compete
in a division.
List year, six members
placed in the top three in
regionals and were given a
birth in Zones at North
Carolina State University.
Senior Maria Sinopoli claimed
first place in the walk-trot
equatation on the flat.
"They called the places out
backwards, so when they got
to No. 2,1 knew I had won,"
Sinopoli said. "Our little
group of people there was the
loudest, so it was awesome."
Club President senior l.iz
Bearer, graduate Jenn Milligan
and senior Kate McCall
placed
second.
Graduate
Kacey Chilton and junior
Jaime Aulleto also attended
Zones.
Sinopoli,
Bearer,
Milligan
and
McCall
advanced to Nationals at
Olympic Stadium. Milligan
placed third while Bearer and
Sinopoli claimed gold at
Nationals.
Those who took gold
placed in the .01 percent of
their class in the country.
Membership for the club
is not cheap. Riders pay a $15
fee to join the team and an
additional $20 to compete
against
other
schools.
Additionally, each member
pays roughly $1,000 for the
services of their coach Sarah
Irvine, travel and auxiliary
expenses, riding lessons and
putting on shows. Members
usually take lessons in
groups of five at their home
barn. Oak Manor Farm in
Wever'sCave, off of exit 235.
"At competitions we
draw out of a hat to see
which horses we ride,"
Bearer said, who competes
in the novice equatation on
the flat division.
The club has competed in
four shows this semester.
Three tentatively are planned
(or the snrine.
According to Sinopoli, the
squad has a lot of team-building activities tha* include
many fund raisers.
Sinopoli said, "We sell Tshirts, do car washes, clean
the Convocation Center, do
candy-grams. We have one
at least once a month. What
we make is about enough to
cover our coach."
Sophomore Vyque White
said, "The lijiiestrian Club
enjoys each other's company
on and off of horses."
For more information on
intercollegiate riding, go lo
htip/fytniiv. Om.amt.

A Memorable
Fall Classic
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enter the game until the
Fighting Irish led by a comfortable
enough
lead
Wednesday night, in the huddles before each half, the main
thing on the starting players'
minds was getting a high
enough lead in this last home
game of the season for Kozak
to get to enter the game.
"We were all working to get
him on the field," Fox said.
"We were basically playing to
get him on the held." With
JMU bettering Radford by
only two points in the first
half,
though,
the Dukes
weren't far enough ahead for
the bench substitutes to get to
come in.
The starters huddled
p before the second half,
igain discussing their
unanimous desire to get
far enough ahead on
the scoreboard for
Kozak.
"That
was
pretty
much
what we talked
about,"
Fox
said,
"getting
Dave
out on the
field."

BY DAVID CLFMKNTSON

senior writer
in the film "Kudy," bated
on a real life story, Daniel I
"Rudy" RuertJger lived hit 1 Jf»■
aspiring to become a Notre
Dame f«H>tball player, never
receiving the opportunlt)
until he got toplav the final 15
seconds of the List game Ol Nlfl
senior year 1 le was carried ofl
the field by exuberant team
mates after sacking the OppOS
ing quarterback in the List
play of the game
Senior Dave Kozak is )MU's
Rudy.

Last
Wednesday night, in
the final home game
of the season, men's
soccer
coach
Tom
Martin put Kozak in for
the last 30 minutes of the
game. Kozak had spent his
first two and a half years at
JMU showing up to every
practice, but not even getting
to sit on the bench with the
rest of the team for games.
Prior to Wednesday night, he
hadn't even played a full
nmi'l worth of combined
minutes, only having been
subbed into three games. But
Wednesday night, with his
parents in the stands, Kozak
not only got to play, but also
scored a goal less than 10
minutes after entering the
game.
"I don't think I've ever
lumped so high and been more
exdted about a goal," said redshirt senior Id Fox, the team's
captain. "Everybody was going
nuts I don't think I've ever seen
the bench go nuts like that.
Nobody deserves it more than
th.it kid r|ghl there at all."
Vsist.int coach Dan Fnsley
said,"Dave Ko/ak is JMU socUT'S version of Rudy For him
to not onlv get m the game for
so long but also to score was
poetic fustics"

Sophomore
defender Rob Overton
said,
"It
was
a
Cinderella evening. We
didn't carry him off the
field, but in my mind
Kozak was the man of
the match."
Unlike Rudy in the
film, Kozak actually
was recruited as a senior in high sch(x>) to
play soccer for the
IXikes and has been on
the team all four years.
The first two seasons
he never dressed for
games and never traveled to
away games. Toward the end of
his junior year, head coach Tom
Martin invited Kozak to dn-ss tor
some games. Martin would say,
"look Dave, you've been working really hard. You deserve to
dress for these games."
He never gave up," Fox
siid. "Dave is just a kid that
never stops working and never
stops working hard."
Senior forward Carl Younis
said. His work ethic could be
the strongest on the learn. He
does give a btrrilk effort on and
ofl fix-field, like Rudy."
OvertOJl said, "He's got the
biggest heart on this team. I le's
one of the most respected members of the team."
In the film, Rudy couldn't

Junior midfielder Ben Munro
said, "We wanted
|0 get -i good lead
because that's the
only
way
we
could get him in."
Ten minutes
into the second half.
Muni o
scored
JMU's
third goal,
putting the Dukes at a comfortably insurmountable 30 lead
Munro then subbed out, to be
replaced by Kozak.
"My parents were in the
stands," Kozak said. "I was really excited to get to go in and
play in that game." Less than 10
minutes later, Kozak scored.
"I taw lohn (Ambndge) pass
me the ball and I struck it as
hard as I could," Kozak said. "I
was obviously very exdted I
just kind of stood there like, I
just scored?!'"
"They sprinted over as if I'd
scored the game-winning goal
in the NCAA final," Kozak said.
'They were that excited. You
could see it in their faces. That
was the best part of scoring, see-

ing all my best friends excited
for what I'd just accomplished.''
Senior Mike Godwin said.
"It was awesome. I'd rather
have him score than me score.
It was a great feeling. It was
kind of like when Rudy made
the tackle at the end of the
movie. I can't think of a person
more deserving oj scoring a
goal than him. He scored a
peel goal."
Despite Ko/ak saying that
his talent was far from being
recognized, as in the film, the
other players still noticed
him and wanted him to play
"The older players would
have been upset if he didn't
play for that last game of the
season," Fox said.
Maintaining humor and a
positive outlook seems to
come easily lo Kozak despite
such hitter obstacles facing
his career at JMU. "He's definitely one of the best personalities on the team," Munro
said. "He's full of bickfl and
pranks. He's always playing
around. He's just a fun guy."
To go almost three years
and never play in a game,
discouraging .is it wee* didn't overcome Kozak's conslant positive attitude of
working hard. This was
especially hard having been
firsl team all stale repeatedly in high school.
"It's like a full lime job." Pox
said, about staying on Ihc team
and attending all the practices,
"It you don't love it, you're not
going to stick \% ith it"
Kozak's parents have DMtl
his
blggesl
supporters.
They've been proud of his
drive to keep playing. And
Kozak credits his teammates
with support also, with their
continual encouragement
Although his parents and
teammates remained sup
porti\e. not evervone encouraged Ko/ak to stay on the
tram People would often ask
him. "Why don't you just
quit?" since he wasn't getting
to play "You used to be a
superstar," people would say;
reminding him of his peat
high school playing.
Dut Kozak didn't want to
quit. "That's never tin- atti
tude I've had." he explained
"Rudy never gave up on
what he believed and he
never gave upon his ultimate
goal of being a Notre I Mine
football player. I never wanted to end college and Bay I
quit JMU soccer. My mindset
was I'm going lo play hard
(
every game and run e a |
altitude about it."
Reflecting back. Ko/ak
sees Wednesday night as
being a culmination of tour
years of hard work, staving
positive and just doing his
best. "You couldn't have
scripted a better ending,"
Martin said

FOOTBALL

Dukes limp into Williamsburg in search of first conference win
B^ BRI-TT OLIVLRIO
contributing writer
Ihe I Hikes will grasp foi
their
first
Atlantic-10
Conference win this year as
they take on Ihe College of
William & Mary Saturday in
Williamsburg JMU will look to
end a seven-game losing streak
that dates back lo the first week
of September. The Tribe enter
the game fresh off a bye week,
looking to pick up their thirdstraight A ID win.
I aading the Tribe will be
junior quarterback Dave Cm lev.

Corley has thrown for nearly
2,000 yards and 1^ touchdowns
this season He also is a threat
on the ground, accounting lor
four rushing torn lulowns.
"They have a quarterback
that no one can tackle,' JMU
coach Mickey Matthews said.
Hands
down,
Corley's
favorite urget baophomore sen
sation Kith Musinski Musmski
is Ihe squad's leading reuivci
with 43 catches For972 yards and
nine touchdowns. Matthew s
knows his secondary is In far ■
big challenge this weekend.

(Musinski) is an NFL receiver.
That kid can flat out play"
The JMU Dukes are going
through a maturing process thai
has nssuited in an overall 1 7
record and a winless conference
record. Red-shirt freshman
quarterback Mart IeZotte struggled lasl week, throwing for
only 101 yards, including six
Interceptions,
against
Ihe
University of Delawanv
"We are still very positive in
nr.klice We're trying to get better al what we do." Lezottesaid,
With an offensive Una that

starts four red-shirt freshmen,
LeZotte has nol had minimal
time to hang in the pocket.
"He's still getting the dog
beat out of him, but our protection is getting belter,"
Matthews said
The dragging Dukes defense
will have to step it up this week
to contain the Corley-Musmski
combination. Don't count out
the Tribe's rushing attack as junior tailback Jonathan Smith has
rushed for 441 yards and eight
touchdowns this season
Despite
JMU's
record.

Matthews was quick to make
clear that there is no internal
strife. He credits an experienced
coaching staff and a group of
resilient players
"I pride myself tin being a
positive person, but I never
could have dreamed of having
this many unfortunate things
happen lo us," Matthews said.
The Dukes will have a
chance to put some points on
the hoard as W&M is giving up
nearly 23 points and 360 vards
of total offense per game They
play a gambling4 3.leienseand

offer a very experienced, agi i
sue defensive line rhe Inlv
have a defensive gem in senior
linebacker M.irtv
Magerko.
Magerko is the mil\ player to Iv
in the top ten in the Atlantic 10
conference in tackles, tackles tor
a loss and sacks
If the I Hikes defense i ,\t\
find a way to contain the
high-octane tribe offenae and
the ofrenaivc line can give
I e/otte lime to hit receivers,
then Ihe Dukes have a Solid
chance to earn Iheir Hrsl victory in two months
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2001

WORLD SERIES

Four-year old
Diamondbacks take
free agent route to
Fall Classic title

The Yankees
as we know
them are
are history

lilt 7001 SUM WORlft
slRll.tPRMMAM

We knew it was going to
begin the second jay Bell met
Matt Williams behind home
plate after scoring the winning
run of the 2001 World Series. It
was time to knock the
respectability
of
the
Diamondbacks' championship.
Now, four days later I v«
heard every one in the book:
"Randy Johnson and Curt
Schilling are the only reason
they got anywhere."
fonraofl md Schilling, as has
been said many times before, are
simply the greatest combination
of starters since Sandy Koufax
and Don Drysdaie. Yes, they are
■i huge reason why Arizona was
able to unseat the Yankees. No,
they are not the only reason.
People
questioned
whether any other Arizona
starter would be able to contain New York. While Brian
Anderson and Miguel Batista
did not earn wins thanks to
Byung-Hyun
Kim,
they
faired pretty well to the tune
of a combined 13.1 innings
pitched and surrendered a
pair of runs.
On a side note, Batista is
just one of the great stories of
this team. After a short stint
with Pittsburgh, he returned to
his home in the Dominican
Republic to work as a carpenter Four years later, in '%, he
returned to the States and this
season has been Arizona's
most underrated player.
The Diamondbacks featured the best bench in baseball, and they showed it in
the series. When Danny
Bautista heated up he stayed
in the lineup, collecting
seven hits in 12 at-bats.
Mike Morgan, in his
fourth decade of play, came
out of the Arizona bullpen
and kept the Diamondbacks

in Game 5 before Albie
Lopez let it slip away In feel
aside from Kim , the Arizona
pen allowed jlitl one run in
nearly nine innings of work.
Tony Woniack was a goat
two years ago when he
dropped an easy fly-ball
over tn Queens against the
Mels. This pOStMfiSOn he
delivered the series winning
hit against St Louis and the
game tying hit in Game 7
against the Yankees.
These are just some of the
U-ss obvious names Johnson
and Schilling really are the
MVPs, but Johnson only
accounted for one hit off of
Andy I'cttite, and Schilling
wasn't the one who delivered a series-winning hit off
of Mariano Rivera.
"Phoenix is not a baseball
tOWn the tetitt trophy should
not be in any city that cannot
toll out the NLCS"
In the National League
Championship
Series
Phoenix did not turn up to
sell out Bank One Ballpark.
That is true
But Fox had those games
itartins at 1 p.m. Phoenix
time because the Braves and
the Diamondbacks aren't
going to get the ratings that
the Yankees are. The Valley
of the Sun only has had a
team for four years, so it's no
wonder that they couldn't
sell out those games on such
short notice.
Now look at the World
Series. When games moved
to prime time, late afternoon
in Arizona, there was .1
standing-room-only crowd
of more than 50,000 on hand
1 even read one sports
writer complain how boring
of a city Phoenix is. I'm
from Phoenix. Yeah* it's

Hometown Music
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AND MORE
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EFFECT PEDALS

pretty boring. What
your point?
"Jerry Cotomgdo is a hack.
He bought the World Stria "
Colangelo went out after a
typically miserable expansion season and invested in
Johnson, Womack and Steve
linley, to name a few.
Arizona is spending a lot of
money for the veterans that
led it to its first title, but
Elaying the free-agent maret is the only way to be successful in today's game. It's
time to accept that fact.
George Steinbrenner has.

-«
Johnson and Schilling,
as has been said many
limes before, are siply
the greatest
combination of starters
since Sandy Koufax
and Don Drysdaie.

Even if you do go shopping among the free agents
you aren't guaranteed success. Ask ex-Dodgers general manager Kevin Malone
or one of those bandwagon
Rangers' fans that bought
season tickets after Texas
shelled out the
gross
national product of several
small nations for Alex
Rodriguez Hell, Texas didn't even get out of April
with a winning record.
You have to play the market
and do it smart. Colangelo,
along
with
the
Diamondbacks'general manag-

er Joe Garigiola Jr., did exactly
thai. They invested in the right
pieces and made one particularly brilliant trade.
Searching for another
outfielder prior to the '99
season, they set up a deal
with Detroit in which the
Tigers would gel utility
player Karim Garcia and
cash. All Arizona got was
Luis Gonzalez.
While I've spent my time
singing the praises of the
new champions, I would
like to offer a peace offering
to Yankees fans. Before this
series I hated New York
with every fiber in my
being. But after watching
the way they relinquished
their title, leaving every last
ounce of Yankee mystique
on the field, I have a newfound respect.
So hate Colangelo if you
want, hate the Valley of the Sun
and the pool in right-center at
Bank One Ballpark. But in the
end there is one image that can
never be ruined for fans of the
game. I'll never forget Johnson
holding that trophy. One of the
great warriors of the game finally has his ring For him to grace
a wall of Cooperstown without
it would have been a crime.
Travis Clingenpeel
is
a
junior
English major
who likes to
things at Ba^aaal
poor, innocent
copy editors. His
violence is being
monitored by
da boss.

Yes, I know, the Yankees n't act fast. World Series heroes
are dead. While most of the Tino Martinez and Scott Brosius
world rejoices around me (and also could be out the door.
While most of their starting
sometimes nght in my face), let's
take a moment to reflect on what rotation does stay in tact, Boston
exactly it is that we just have wit- is likely to be a lot healthier next
nessed. I mean, it's not every day year, and I'm sure Seattle hasn't
that you see a team win three forgotten the spanking it recentconsecutive world titles and four ly received. Honestly, 1 believe
in five years (and yes, I know the that next season's American
Bulls and DC. United both League race will be a lot tighter
recently accomplished the three- than this season's.
peat; I'm not as dumb as my old
And even if New York does
Breeze photo looks).
make a return visit to the big
Being the true baseball purist show, it's not as if Arizona simthat I am, I will congratulate ply is going to lie down and let
Randy Johnson, Curt Schilling the Yankees take back the title.
and the rest of the Arizona While both Johnson and
Diamondbacks team on finally Schilling seem to be getting up
dethroning my Yankees, as there in age, both are playing
much as it pains me to say that
perhaps the best baseball of their
But as one of my professors so lives. D'backs owner Jerry
subtly put it, "It seems like you Colangelo already has promised
have to drive a stake through his city that it will not see a debathese guys' hearts just to beat cle similar to the 1997 Florida
them." And in my team's Marlins. The road to the World
defense, it took every ounce of Series runs through Phoenix
talent and effort the D'backs now and New York knows it. In
could muster to drive that stake my personal opinion, the
all the way in. But I know as well Yankees still will be a solid team,
as anyone else that no excuses in but whether they can be as domthe world can make up for los- inating remains to be seen.
ing. The Yanks and I simply are
Oh well, at least I have my
going to have to eat our crow memories to look back upon for
and like it. I prefer fried.
a while. Maybe re-watching my
So what of the dynasty? Is this favorite player, Jim Leyritz's,
the end of a truly great legacy, or eighth-inning homer off of forcan Steinbrenner find enough mer Braves closer Mark V\bhlers
change in his couch cushions to from the 19% series will make
keep the dream alive?
me feel better. Wait a second, no
Although the Yanks do retain it won't ... the Yanks picked up
the greatest postseason hitter of Wohlers off of waivers and
all time in Derek Jeter, the great- Leyritz is retired.
est closer in the history of the
Dan Bowman is a junior
game in Mariano Rivera (again, I SMAD major who, in
denial
after his Yanks
realize the blown save, but the
numbers speak for themselves) lost, has become / . , .
and one of the best center field- addicted to to ■ '
ers in the game in Bernie watching
the
Williams, they also lose a great NBA. Bowman,
deal. The ever-sturdy Paul from all of us at
O'Neil is about to announce his The Breeze,
retirement, and if the Boss does- we're sorry.
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289-4954

Coupon

MEDIUM 1 TOPPING I
SINGLE BREADSTICKS U
2 LITER PEPSI
B

$8.99 __°f
/IOO A O A A
H-OvJ~^f OUU

n

-%

a/J N.
N Mason
Mason St.
b
373
<
Open untill 12a.m. Weekdays, 1 am Weekends

Harrisonburg

Unitarian Universalists

v*j

Service 10:30 a.nv

• Shuttle pickup from your school's campus
•Transportation to any airport, train station
or your front door!
'

Momefor trie Jfofidau,
For more info, including prices,
please call

540-885-5576 SffENANDOAH SHUTTLE—
Whether it's the train, the plane, or your front door, Shcnandoah .Shuttle will gel you there.

Mission Coffee

in the Rockmgham Memorial Hospital Garden Cate
Mon S Fn 6am-3pm Tues Wed Thurs 6am-8pm

IM>c£8

5IV.-

http://hume.rfcu.rwt/huu Kuwil: bfcwgfl riiii.net
For possible campus meeting information contact Ralph Grow urmerf" jmu.edu
Route 33, 5 miles west of II Inn;: at Dale Knlerphsr SchoolhmiM-

'V,!S»^

"Spirit Quest''

1

<i

d

U< nspti l ihr inhi'nnt worth and dlgnlt) "1e\ <>\ person and justice.
equality and compassion i» human relations
Phone: 867-0073 Visitors Welcome

\ .1, „>>!< . h» h'utii. Ay, s 7 Ihrnuyh /-. SI SDAY's at 10:WAM

Get Outta 3"own!

pi Maherf Qualify Co&e Prom Anoundtht Wwild
!
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Week # 11

Meghan Murphy
art director

Season total
Last week
Winning percentage..

62-36
7-4
.632

Drew Wilson
asst. sports editor
61-37
6-5
.622

Travis Clingenpeel
sports editor
60-38
7-4

. Pittsburgh
Chicago
Miami
San Francisco
Baltimore

Pittsburgh
Chicago
Indianapolis
New Orleans
Tennessee

Pittsburgh
Chicago
Miami
San Francisco
Baltimore

I Pittsburgh at Cleveland
Green Bay at Chicago
Miami at Indianapolis
New Orleans at San Francisco
Baltimore at Tennessee
JMU at William & Marv

William & Mary

Florida at South Carolina
Oregon at UCLA
I Purdue at Ohio State
I Auburn at Georgia
[Texas A&M at Oklahoma

Florida
Oregon
Ohio State
Georgia
Oklahoma

.612

Volleyball beats UNC-W
Jen Surface
style editor

Jeanine Gajewskl
copy editor
571

582

Pittsburgh
Chicago
Miami
New Orleans
Baltimore

The JMU volleyball
team
defeated
the
University of North
Carolina-Wilmington at
home Saturday for the
eighth consecutive time.
The Dukes won 30-25,31 29 and 30-23.
Senior
Danielle
Heinbaugh had 16 kills
along with 18 digs in the
win. )unior Jessica Evers
added 10 kills and was
error free on the night.
JMU travels to face the
University of Delaware
Friday
and
Hofstra
University Saturday.
The Dukes are'eurrently fourth in the CAA. The
CAA Tournament will
start Nov. 15.

56-42
6-5

57-41
5-6

Cleveland
Chicago
Miami
New Orleans
Baltimore

William & Marv William & Marv William & Marv William & Mar
Florida
Oregon
Ohio State
Georgia
Oklahoma

Florida
Oregon
Purdue
Auburn
Oklahoma

Florida
Oregon
Purdue
Georgia
Oklahoma

Florida
UCLA
Ohio State
Georgia
Oklahoma

kid*., here we .ire p.ist deadline and I haven'! even begun to Down the home StTCtCh
Which brings us lo Snoop. It's been an eventful week for the illustriwrite this meaningless little commentary. A former POTW champion
ous leader of the Sports Crew. His Diamondbacks did the impnv-iMe btl
stopped by the office this weekend and made a reference to the fact thai these commen- billing the Yanks, and he has put himself in prime position to fail out of JMU this semestaries would make just as much sense to someone outside of the POTW crew if I were lo ter. His future career plans include a hair net and plastic gloves at the eatery formerly
simply lay my head down onto the keyboard. I could not have put it better myself.
known as D-hall.
Murph is back on top after a short hiatus. In a typical display of sportsmanship,
Ever since an opening month in which we spent a great portion of this space giving
Murph jumped up on Drew's desk and danced a jig while singing an impromtu, "Ode to Cheech a hard time, she has been hiding from Sootip in an effort to keep a low piuiile Ai
Drew Sucking." Now that is class if I've ever seen it.
least that's what he tells himself. Cheech is making herself a nice little home in the cellar
After holding a tie for first for seven days. Drew watched his empire crumble at his and has even begun decorating. I think she's a permanent mldfnt
feet. Luckily he has the company of the mysterious "Mrs. N" to comfort him through
Gajewski joins the POTW crew fmm the dark side of the office. Gajewski is a sad story, 20
IhtM turbulent times. Murph's song really got to Wilson and a little tear w.is >oen run
d md she still pronounces her own name incorrectly. While she may not be able to hanning down his cheek. Hey, I've got to admit, it was a catchy song.
dle that, she is extremely forgiving of sports editors who make errant throws at her colleague

Men's Water Polo

The men's basketball club leam defeated Virginia Tech 76-75 in
overtime Sunday. The Dukes were led by senior Ryan Doyle, who hit
three clutch free throws at the end of regulation and overtime.
The club plays its next home game Nov. 17 at Godwin Gym
against the Downtown Athletic Club of New York City.

The men's water polo club ended its season with a 9-2 record, finishing third place in its conference. In the semifinals the Dukes lost to
the University of Richmond 7-6.
The Dukes then heat the University of Maryland in the consolation
game 12-11 in sudden death triple overtime. The Dukes were lead by
senior Chris Field with 9 goals.

The field hockey club will travel to the University of Maryland this
weekend for the National Field Hockey League's Final Four tournament.
|MU plays Virginia Tech in the first playoff game on Saturday.
Directly following the game, junior Kelly Heindel and freshman
Nikki de Clercq will be playing in the National Field Hockey
League's All-Star game.

The JMU women's
golf team finished 10th
out of 14 teams at the I Ine
Needles Invitational in
Southern Pines, N.C.
Monday and Tuesday.
Junior Jessica Lewis
tied for 20th place.
Cross Country B teams
place 4th

Men's Basketball

Field Hockey

Women's golf places
10th at Pine Needles
Invitational

Bowling
Male high game: junior Chris Steckroth, 257
Female high games: senior Laura Walsh, 159
Male high series: sophomore A.J. Schuster, 546.
Female high series: Walsh, 466.

The JMU men's and
women's cross country B
team) both placed fourth
at the University of
Virginia Cavalier Open
Nov. 3 in Charlottesville.
Senior Alisha Lewis
finished a team-high
eighth for the women.
Sophomore
Beth
Vigliotti placed 12th.
On the men's side,
junior Drew Stockdreber
placed 16th.

Ethnic and "Gently Worn" Clothing
"a unique and exciting store

A TOUCH *
OF THE

EARTH
163 South Main Street

*

*

Just in...
Beautiful sterling and stone
PENDANTS, BRACELETS,
and RINGS!
*

*
T

*

432-1594 for hours and information

Tapestries

•

Drums

Harrisonburg Baptist Church
Harrisonbuig BaptUt Church
501 S. Main Street
present!
"Reach the World"
a concert of Gospel, Contemporary and Patriotic music
Sunday. November 11
7:00 p.m.
Come he a part of our college ministry!
•Just 2 blocks away from JMU*
433-2456 • www.harrisonburijbaptist.com

^BATTERY
SJMART .com
1501 S. Main St. Harrisonburg

434-5155
Ask us about...
•FREE Jump Starts!
•Close to Campus
• Batteries for...cellphones,
cars and cordless phones

Take a Look Day!!
Come out and join the prospective students in taking a look
at the Multicultural view of JMU!!!
Organizational Fair, with special performances put on by
different organizations.
From 12:00pm-2:00pm

m urn mmmm mmmm mm» mm
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Saturday, Nov. 10,10 am to 8 pm • Sunday, Nov. 11, Noon to 5 pm

7/

Been waitinq for

to get nejjL

ereo gear?
PI

Get the lowest prices of the year at
our annual home show and sale!

Here's just a sampling of what you'll find...
JVC Super VHS HiFi VCR s16995 SAVE $80!
VCR Plus* • cable box/DBS control • trying erase head
• insert editing • audio dubbing • Super VHS ET • S-Video
output • multibrand remote control • black chassis •
memory backup Model.HR-S4800

Sony DVD/CD Player s17995 SAVE $170!
Single-disc player • built-in Dolby Digital decoder
• disc-settings memory • smooth forward/reverse and
search • Digital Cinema Sound • virtual surround.
Model DVP-S570

Panasonic DVD Home
Theater System
S39995 SAVE $50!
Dolby Digital and Dolby Pro Logic decoding • DSP modes
• 5-DVD/CD changer plays DVD-Video discs, CDs. and
audio CD-Rs & CD-RWs • 30 watts x 5 and 90 watts x 1
• 5 satellite speakers • &A' powered subwoofer • 3 audio
inputs • multibrand remote. Model SC-HT70

JVC CD-R/RW
s
Recorder/Changer
34995 SAVE $150!
2X internal high-speed dubbing • optical digital input
• mono mic input • pitch control. Model XL-R5OO0

S
JVC 27" TV
30995SAVE$40!
Black cabinet • 3-line digital comb filter • component video
input • Hyper Surround Sound. Model 27D202
Denon Dolby Digital
Home Theater Receiver 834995 SAVE S^QJ
70 watts RMS x 5 tull-bandwidth rated • DTS and Dolby
Pro Logic II processing • 7 DSP modes • multibrand A/V
remote • 2-year warranty. Model AVR-1602

Acoustic Research
12" Powered subwoofer S24995 SAVE $50!
Slot-loaded, tuned port design • frequency response
30-250 Hz • 120-watt RMS amplifier • down-firing woofer
Model S112PS
Yamaha 3-Way
Bookshelf Speakers
sgg95 SAVE $20!
Acoustic suspension design • frequency response
45-20,000 Hz Model NS-6390
Onkyo Envision DVD
Home Theater System Sggg95 SAVE$100!
Dolby Digital/DTS/Pro Logic decoding • component video
output • surround and stereo DSP modes • plays DVDVideo discs • CDs and CD-Rs • 30 watts x 5 • 4 satellite
speakers • 1 center speaker • 8" 60-watt powered subwoofer • 1 optical and 1 coaxial digital inputs • 2 audio
input • 2 A/V inputs • learning remote. Model LSV-925
Sony 40" FD Trinitron
WegaXBRTV
S319995 ^ S300,
FREE In-home Delivery1 • HDTV-compatible Hi-Scan 1080i
Display • FD Trinitron" tube with Wega" flat screen • silver
cabinet • 10-bit 3D digital comb filter • 2 HDTWProgressive component video inputs • Digital Reality
Creation MultiFunction • Velocity Modulation Scanning
• CineMotion 3-2 pulldown processing
Model KV-40XBR700

Outlet
Department
special savings!
Te ev

J isions

50

t<> S40Q

Sony DVD/CD Player s15995 SAVE $20!
Single-disc player • smooth forward/reverse and search
• Digital Cinema Sound Model DVP-NS300B
Aiwa CD-R/RW

Mini System

s

29995 SAVE $200!

15 watts x 2 (mids & highs)/45 watts x 2 (bass) • built-in
CD-R/W recorder • 3-CD changer • dual auto-reverse
cassette deck • 3 EQ presets • 0-Surround • Super T-Bass
• BBE audio enhancement • video-shielded, ported,
biamped 3-way speakers • optical digital input/output
• aux input • remote control Model XR-C303RW

Received

Canon PowerShot
Digital Camera
$46995 SAVE $30!
21- megapixel CCD • W color LCD • CompactFlash™
card memory • up to 1600 x 1200 resolution • 2X optical/5X digital zoom • optical viewfinder • built-in flash
• USB interlace • NTSC/PAL A/V output • rechargeable
lithium ion battery included. Model S110 ELPH
Sony Mini DV
s
Digital Camcorder
91995 SAVE $80!
680.000 pixel CCD • W color LCD • color viewfinder
• digital still mode with Memory Stick" • 10X optical/120X
digital zoom • Carl Zeiss lens • Super SteadyShot™
• Super NightShot™ • Super UserLink compatible
• stereo digital audio • remote control • i.LINK jack
• S-Video output • USB port • rechargeable battery
included. Model DCR-TRV17
SonyfTIVo
._. .„„„
DIRECTV Receiver
S14995 AFTER ^00
Receives DIRECTV programming, including Dolby* Digital
audio (DIRECTV dish antenna not included) • records up
to 35 hours of DirecTV • records 5.1-channel Dolby*
Digital surround sound from DIRECTV • TiVO subscription
is $9.95/month or $249 lifetime • 2 RG-6 satellite inputs
• 2 composite/1 S-Video output • remote control
(multibrand for TVs). Model SATT60

1S

20Q

Camcorters*.
Cametas
s5WelTom
S50 to s*5(

JVC 5-Disc CD Changer
$7995 SAVE $20!
Optical digital output • Enhanced Compulink • controllable
by JVC receiver remotes Model XL-FZ158
Aiwa Portable
0FF
DVD player
$449l95 S550
LIST PRICE!
5.8" widescreen LCD color monitor • built-in stereo
speakers • virtual surround • 2-hour rechargeable NiMH
battery pack. Model XD-DW5

*5to s80

Sony DVD/CD Changer s27995 SAVE! $170!
5-disc carousel • built-in Dolby Digital and DTS decoder
• MegaStorage control • smooth forward/reverse and
search • Digital Cinema Sound • virtual surround.
Model DVP-C670D

CRUTCHFIELD

Harrisonburg: Market Square East (behind Pargo's on Rt. 33,1 block west of 1-81)
Mon.-Thurs. 10 to 7, Friday and Saturday until 8, Sunday Noon to 5.
(540) 434-1000 and online at: www.crutchfield.com
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GLASSLL LS2S
FOR RENT
Hunters RMJge Spring SUMNM - 2
bedroom lownhouse. $350/month
Fully furnished, clean. w/D. pat*)
Female non-smoker preferred
Contact QSiebhOimu.edu

Nags Heed Stufl.nl Summer
Rentals - seabreeeerealty.com.
252255*328
Siring Sublease - 4 beOroom
house. 1 room available. Male/
FMiaJt 442 91 '*>

ROOSEVELT SQUARE

MoMe Horn MMT Wtyers CaiTfor rent to person capable of car.ng
for horses. Occasional chores for
hourly wage. Non smoker. DtD/
Rds. $400/month. Cell 2348591.

4 BR furnished tOVrnhOUMi

2

W'D. I) \V \ (
tmm aqn|

BUHXX

klc... It. ..||.
4.1S-XXIKI

We Have
Property at:

» all AnMiriic'

lores! llills/f.rrfnhriir
Driv. Townhow**

HUNTERS RIDGE
DEVON LANE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
MASON STREET
LIBERTY STREET
J MS
OLD SOUTH HIGH
UNIVERSITY PLACE
NEWMAN AVE
WEST MARKET
HIGH STREET
I-2-3-4 or 5 Bedroom
Apartments
2-3-4-6-7-14 Bedroom
rlOWM

ALL WALKING
DISTANCE TO JMU
NO BUS RIDE!
Kline Realty
Property Mgmt.
438-8800

Rare Electric Guitar - Custom built
iachson/Charvei with case.
Appraised at over $750: must sell.
$500. Call John. 6124525
EpMn Sly*. 740 PdnliK
1 1 .
tears old Gr.al condition New
tow cartridjo rncluded $50. OBO.
432 3345
Haaa-wrappad Baaswaa Cane*.
I Gift a Thrift. 227 N Mam.
No>dkuach SW MacNaa ka Sal. Paid $600. will sell for $175.
Call
8965364
or
e-mail.
iodarmma4>)mu.edu.
1974 to,ola land Crwl.er i. I
so/nop with reconditioned 6 cyander
motor. 4«4 power, replaced parts
and ftood condition. Carl 6124333

Taking applujIHins liir nol
Kar 4 and S hcunxMm 2 1/2 to
3 1/2 baths Lthcmct lead)
W/1).SI.IIK)-.l.««lp>-in.o
Plcaac call J.i.<-07"».

FOR SALE
Computer For Sale - 1MB PC, 17"
monitor. Zip ICO drrve, CO Owner,
speakers, many design and
business programs Call Windy.
5740111.
Vol.o 740DL
■ ,-.1 •,, ,
loaded, now tires. Excellent
condition and mileage. $4,900.
Can 2962163.
Cechar Spaniel Puppy. ARC Beautiful red male Houseorohen. an
shots Wonderful personality. $300.

. i4-at m
199-E. Lm,u* SC400
i i - I .vlwith gold tnm and all options. 92K
miles. In eicelicnt condition.
Comes with a 120K mile or 18
year warranty. $19,995. Call Drew.
4339263.

1M9 Mud. »PV Van - 4W0. V6.
A/C Dan, use lor 11 years
125 000 mainly freeway miles
Well maintained, rionsmofcer. Hate
to sell, but graduating Kelly Blue
Booh. $3,800 Selllor $3,300
Call 435-3431.

$S Get PaW tor Yowr OpMon $S
Earn $15 - $125 and more per
survey* mwmmoney4opinions.com
The l.blon Gfoup
,
■.,,. king
upperclassmen for its lucrative
Management Internship positions.
Fof
Information
go
to:
www/sown com prior to contacting
us by phone 14006583847
Mahe S3.000. B, CUfUtmM
I
lun .,..■■> peai n ■, rjpni .it '. itn
MaM Avg. $6 $22/hr. 434-9934.
■ara up to $800 Par We.lt assembling products at home No
eiperience Info. 19856461700.
Dept. VA-4806.
Waltr.sses and Cooks NeeMetf Apply at Jess' Lunch. Must be
available
to work
lunches.
SctYomores and Juraors preferred.

WANTED

Washer/Dry** • almost new
Kenmore stack washer/dryer
$400. o.b.0. Call Chris. 434-5965,
e.t 1292.

Physical Male
and Full-Bodied
Female in hot pants,

1901 K.w.ft.M Mr.). ZXCOO
new tiros and co*ling, $1,000.
5683067

Better Than Ezra

1S4HJ Dodge Artaa - 89.000 miles
Cheap, reliable transportation.
MM
a 14480 >
Fraternities, Sororities. Clubs.

HELP WANTED
Student Groups - tarn $1 000 ■
$2,000 this semester with the
easy CarnMsrundratsefcom 3 hour
fund rasing event. Does not ■nvorve
cradt card applications, fund raamg
dates are nhng OAK* iy. so can today
Contact Camputtundraiser.com
at
888-923-3238.
or
visit
-.W- I cKI'iM.^fi/'if.i.r' i pM

to attend Nov. 11

show!

SERVICES

Complete
Computer
Carol
instruction, diagnostics, repairs,
upgrades 432 9547 or 478*873.
Cempater Repair • Free home
visits.
Free
diagnosis
and
nstruction. 430-3269.

SHENANOOAH SHUTTLE
CM ptl »HI home for the hobdiyi
nr anywhere you **m \o po!

Airpurn. iruin irufum.
,<f aaja) frvniAnf
Vim \*M 7 Rrtcrv. your MM no* |
IJ40 8fl)-»76

SPRING BREAK
Wanted! Spring Breakers! Sun
Coast vacations wants to send
you on Spring Break to Cancun.
the Bahamas. Jamaica, or
Maiatian for free! To find out
how. cad 1688-7774642 or e-mail
saiese>surKoastvacations.com
Spring Break 20021 Prices from
$419. on the beach Irom $529.
Reliable air to Cancun. Acapuico,
Maiatian. Jamaica. Bahamas, and
South Padre. Mexico Special - free
meats and free parties' Book by
Nov. 15th and save big' Organize a
group and travel free Break with
the best, wwwstuoenieipfem.com.
Caa for details and a free brochure,
16007873787

Guitar Lessons lor Beginners/
InfesrmsdkMea -1 t»e aBAn muse
and I'm wen-versed in many styles.
Learn theory, too. 2469544

•1 Spring Break Vacations - Best
prices guaranteed!
Cancun,
Jamaica. Bahamas. * Florida) Book
early and receive free meal plan. Now
Nnrtg carnpus reps! 18CO2347007.
*ww. endlesssummet tours .com

Academic
Analyst
•
free
consultation. Get your perfect
course schedule. Save time.
mone, Graduate early, eitra
degrees See Breeze Business
Directory 5404303697

Spring Break Pefy Cruise] ...■■.
flight concerns and sail from
Florida. 5 days in Bahamas, $279*
Includes most meals' Get group go
free1
1 800 678-6386
spfingpreaktravei.com

Spring Break - Cancun, Jamaica.
and all Florida destinations Best
hotels, free parties, lowest prices1
www Oreakerslravel.com
1800-965*3789.
Spring Break Reps Needed - to
promote campus trips Earn $.
travel free) No cost we tram you

ei Spring b.en Operator! Check
our website for the best deals'
wwwvagabondtours.com. Cancun.
Bahamas, Jamaica, and Florida
Group orgaruers earn free tnps and
cash CaH today* l«6foBREAKO0

PERSONALS

18003671252.
www spnngbreakdtrect com
»AAA! Spring Br.ek SpeclaTsI
Cancun and Jamaica from $3891
Air. hotel, free meals. Award
winning company! Group leaders
free' Florida vacations $1291
tpHnafirmttrmaMfi'.com
a

I'AII) MOT. INTERNSHIPS
KOKSl MMKR 2WI2
Jiua.inic(wc»iin> ji JMt: Buikl
yourrcMjnw i^rn o.cr $7,000 Alt
t-WiiirfiaM. fiill by n-nrmn
Afiplv on line today'
w <• .t u It km pa In I e ruom

Act Now! Guarantee the best
Spring Break prices' South Padre.
Cancun. Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapuico. Florida & Mardigras.
Reps needed . travel (fee. earn
$$$. Group discounts lor 6«.
8006386203 wwm.letsurelours.com
• 1. Absolute Lowest Spring
Break Price! f2. Reputable
company, award-winning customer
service' (Owebsite) #3. Free meal
plans) (Earlybirds) »4 Campus
Reps earn $$. travel free) Enough
reasons?
1 800 367 1252.
www. spnngbreaM direct, com

rr.vcl/Sludy
I- r;im . Swit/i-rl.tmi
May 6 - 24. 2002

Purii - (inrmy ■ I'hunt % - Chateimi
Hmejiet Rarkru - /jm,h ■
Ij-rntr ■ Ini-'Liim - B*nt

OMM DI MMSVISSSSIH M«-I»

KM«I

III. •** Hm. hamleuni

APVERTISE IN
THE BREEZE
CLASSIFIED ADS!

Spring Break Party! indulge «, free*
travel, food, and parlies wrtn the
best OJs and celebrities m Cancun.
Jamaica. Mazatian. and the'
Bahamas. Go to SfudeniOfy.com.
call 1 800-293 1443 or e-mail
sakssSHtudentcrty com

SPRIN(;BRKAK2CN>2
OMRBaS), Jaiaka. Karaadu*. Padrr.
RelaMiatw. Atapalra, IV-riaa A M«t
Mil F MEA1.S for ■ limiml iimr"
FMI panwi aad avdMhS r»cn«'
Mas ■wwJWWPt4awt7l>l ttesH
hadrtailtiircdl I IU0.4fn-77IO
IIS ivihHMMK

S3 00 For the first 10 words
S2 00 for each add 11» words
UkKkadsarcSIOVinch
A'OH-

accepting

credit cards!!
K lasMtinl advenismg only I
Vita or Master Card
Call today
to place \our ad!

5686127

Get money for your used textbooks...
Sell them in The Breeze classified ads!
Now accepting credit cards!
Visa or Master Card, classified advertising only

$3.00 for the first 10 words, $2.00 for each additional 10 words

568-6127

WANTED: CANS
The Breeze is sponsoring a LWI

drive. Bring

in HW s of veggies. ^*h s of soup, f^P s of
tuna, and even
reason why you

s of meat. There is no
't get to one of the following

locations and drop off your

Ends November 16th
Benefits the Blue Ridge Food Bank
(they are especially in need of canned meat products)

Drop Off Locations:
Ashby
Baskets of Joy
Bayside Tanning
Candle Ray's
Carribbean Tan

The Commons
Harrisonburg Baptist
Harrisonburg OBGYN
James McHone
Kate's Natural Products

Kroger
The Look
Madison Marketing Assoc.
Mercy House
Mike's Food Mart

Neighbor's
University Outpost
Pheasant Run
Valley Vets
Simple Pleasures
South View
& The Breeze
Stone Gate
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WHY SETTLE

FOR LESS
THAN THE BEST!
Come on in and make your
reservation now before it is too late!
V v)J

r\

Id

pr-i
■j>

W

y

Hurry on in before it's too late to sign with the biggest and best in off-campus housing! Sign
a lease with The Commons, South View, or Stone Gate apartments and you will get FREE
local telephone service, FREE ethernet, and FREE cable (over 45 channels) for one year!

The Commons
1068 N Lois Lane

432-06O0
www. Ib|l imited.com

* >l M
. >
*' "Mfctl »l M

Stone Gate

i.j*Mm
»I Kl f

W

,HR:

South View

-1

Office Hours
Mon-Fri 8:30 am-5:3o pm
Sat & Sun 12 pm-4 pm

